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Kurzfassung
Analog-Digitale Systeme verbinden analoge Schaltungen mit digitalen Hardware und Software Systemen. Eine konkrete Herausforderung ist die empfindliche Reaktion von analogen Teilen auf bereits kleine Änderungen der Parameter bzw. Eingangssignale. Die genauen Werte von Schaltungs- und und
Systemparametern wie z.B. Prozess, Spannung und Temperatur sind oft unbekannt; wir modellieren sie daher wie unbekannte Werte (‘Unsicherheiten’).
Unbekannte Werte von Parametern und Eingangssignalen können das Systemverhalten beeinflussen und dazu führen, dass Eigenschaften des Systems
nicht mehr in dem vorgegebenen Rahmen liegen. Zur Verifikation AnalogDigitaler Systeme ist der Einfluss von Unsicherheiten auf das Systemverhalten von zentraler Bedeutung.
Verifikation von Analog-Digitalen Systemen wird normalerweise durch
numerische Simulation durchgeführt. Ein einziger Simulationslauf ermöglicht
es Entwicklern einzelne Parameterwerten aus oftmals Bereichen von unsicheren Werten zu verifizieren. Numerische Simulationsmethoden wie die
Monte Carlo Simulation, die Corner Case Simulation und erweiterte Methode wie Importance Sampling oder Design-of-Experiments ermöglichen die
Verifikation von Bereichen – auf Kosten einer höheren Anzahl an Simulationsläufen und dem Risiko, dass mögliche Fehler nicht entdeckt werden. Formale und symbolische Methoden sind interessante Alternativen.
Diese Methoden bieten eine umfassende Verifikation. Aber formale Methoden skalieren nicht gut bezogen auf Heterogenität und Komplexität. Diese
Ansätze sind auch nicht kompatibel zu bestehenden und etablierten Modellierungssprachen. Das erschwert ihre Integration in den industriellen Entwurfsfluss. In frühere Arbeiten zur Verifikation von Analog-Digitalen Systemen wurde Affine Arithmetik für die symbolische Simulation benutzt. Dies
ermöglicht die hohe Abdeckung durch formale Methoden mit der einfachen
Anwendbarkeit der Simulation zu kombinieren. Affine Arithmetik berechnet
die Ausbreitung von Unsicherheiten durch meist lineare, analoge Schaltungen und DSP Applikationen mit exakten Werten. Aber, sie ist aktuell nur in
der Lage mit angrenzenden Bereichen zu rechnen, ermöglicht jedoch nicht
die Darstellung von und das Rechnen mit diskreten Werten, wie sie beispielsweise durch Software entstehen. Dies ist eine gravierende Einschränkung:
Unsicherheiten in Analog-Digitalen Systemen werden oft durch eingebet3
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tete Software kompensiert; Verifikation von Systemeigenschaften muss daher
beide Teile, analoge Schaltungen und eingebettete Software erfassen.
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die Erweiterung von Affiner Arithmetik, die
auch symbolische Simulation von digitaler Hardware und Software ermöglicht,
und schließlich die Demonstration ihrer Anwendbarkeit und Skalierbarkeit.
Verglichen mit anverwandten Arbeiten und State-of-the-art, bietet Dissertation die folgende Leistungen:
1. Die Arbeit stellt Erweiterte Affine Arithmetik Formen (XAAF) zur
Repräsentation von Branch- und Mergeoperationen vor.
2. Die Arbeit beschreibt arithmetische und Vergleichsoperationen mit
XAAF, und verringert die Überapproximation mit Hilfe von LP Solvern.
3. Die Dissertation zeigt und diskutiert Möglichkeiten die XAAF in bestehende Modellierungssprachen, insbesondere SystemC, zu integrieren.
Auf diese Weise können Brüche im Entwurfsfluss vermieden werden.
Die Anwendung und Skalierbarkeit dieser Methodik wird mit der symbolischen Simulation eines - Wandlers dritter Ordnung und einer PLLSchaltung eines IEEE 802.15.4 Transceivers demonstriert.

Abstract
Mixed-signal systems combine analog circuits with digital hardware and
software systems. A particular challenge is the sensitivity of analog parts to
even small deviations in parameters, or inputs. Parameters of circuits and
systems such as process, voltage, and temperature are never accurate; we
hence model them as uncertain values (‘uncertainties’). Uncertain parameters and inputs can modify the dynamic behavior and lead to properties
of the system that are not in specified ranges. For verification of mixedsignal systems, the analysis of the impact of uncertainties on the dynamical
behavior plays a central role.
Verification of mixed-signal systems is usually done by numerical simulation. A single numerical simulation run allows designers to verify single parameter values out of often ranges of uncertain values. Multi-run simulation
techniques such as Monte Carlo Simulation, Corner Case simulation, and enhanced techniques such as Importance Sampling or Design-of-Experiments
allow to verify ranges – at the cost of a high number of simulation runs,
and with the risk of not finding potential errors. Formal and symbolic approaches are an interesting alternative. Such methods allow a comprehensive
verification. However, formal methods do not scale well with heterogeneity
and complexity. Also, formal methods do not support existing and established modeling languages. This fact complicates its integration in industrial
design flows.
In previous work on verification of Mixed-Signal systems, Affine Arithmetic is used for symbolic simulation. This allows combining the high coverage of formal methods with the ease-of use and applicability of simulation.
Affine Arithmetic computes the propagation of uncertainties through mostly
linear analog circuits and DSP methods in an accurate way. However, Affine
Arithmetic is currently only able to compute with contiguous regions, but
does not permit the representation of and computation with discrete behavior, e.g. introduced by software. This is a serious limitation: in mixed-signal
systems, uncertainties in the analog part are often compensated by embedded software; hence, verification of system properties must consider both
analog circuits and embedded software.
The objective of this work is to provide an extension to Affine Arithmetic
that allows symbolic computation also for digital hardware and software sys5
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tems, and to demonstrate its applicability and scalability. Compared with
related work and state of the art, this thesis provides the following achievements:
1. The thesis introduces extended Affine Arithmetic Forms (XAAF) for
the representation of branch and merge operations.
2. The thesis describes arithmetic and relational operations on XAAF,
and reduces over-approximation by using an LP solver.
3. The thesis shows and discusses ways to integrate this XAAF into existing modeling languages, in particular SystemC. This way, breaks in
the design flow can be avoided.
The applicability and scalability of the approach is demonstrated by symbolic simulation of a - Modulator and a PLL circuit of an IEEE 802.15.4
transceiver system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Mixed-signal systems are systems composed of analog and digital circuits
usually controlled by additional software. Analog circuits are by nature
highly sensitive to deviations in their operating conditions/environments.
These deviations cause variations in the circuit parameters, which modify
the original circuit behavior. The modified behavior can change the properties of the original behavior and lead to their violation. Hence it is of
crucial importance to take them into account during system analysis and
verification.
Usually, the exact values of these variations are unknown and in this
work they are defined and modeled as uncertain values. In the rest of the
thesis the term uncertainties will be used to describe them. There are various
sources of these uncertainties, such as:
• Variations in the manufacturing process
• Variations during life time operation – temperature drift, components
aging, etc.
• Uncertainties introduced by abstraction of reality. Real systems are
often abstracted with behavioral models, which are easier to simulate
and verify
• Uncertainties introduced by analog to digital conversion and the computation in the digital domain with finite-precision arithmetic
• Noise in single blocks, power supply, system environment, etc.
Figure 1.1 shows an example of an IEEE 802.15.4 RF (Radio Frequency)
transceiver with some possible uncertainties. Noise in power supplies can
have a high impact on the system behavior. It can cause variations in decision
thresholds of a phase/frequency detector of the transceiver PLL (PhasedLocked Loop) circuit. This can further lead to inability of the PLL to lock
and generate the required carrier frequency brought to the input of a mixer
1
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circuit. The frequency mismatch in the mixer causes introduction of new
frequencies in the band of interest. This undesired effect might lead to wrong
interpreted data on the receiver side.

freq.
deviation

ref
v

PFD

PLL

current tolerances

parameter
tolerances

CP

LPF

ripple in
power
supply

phase
noise

VCO

:N

deviations
in logic
decision

Figure 1.1: Block diagram of RF transceiver with possible uncertainties

A general approach to analyze a system behavior under uncertainties is
a numeric simulation. In the numeric simulation one simulation run is able
to cover only one particular operating condition. To include the wide range
of uncertain values, a high number of runs is required. If one run finds a
trajectory that violates the properties, one can guarantee the presence of
errors. However, if this trajectory is not found, one cannot guarantee the
absence of these errors.
In contrast to simulation, formal methods are able to verify a system
over a wide range of operating conditions within one execution. However,
these methods are not able to cope with a complexity and heterogeneity of
AMS (Analog/Mixed-Signal) systems, such as one shown in Fig. 1.1.
In addition, neither simulation nor formal methods are able to trace
the specification violations to their sources. Formal methods are able to
generate counter examples which lead to specification violation. However,
formal verification is not able to give the answer to this question: "Which
part of a system causes a specification to fail?"
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Goals and scope of the work

The goal of this work is to combine the high coverage of formal methods
with the general applicability of simulation. The first step towards this goal
is to capture the sets of uncertain values in a formal way using, for example
ranges. Section 3.5 provides possible classes of uncertainties and the way to
formally model them. The next step defines operations on ranges required
to capture dynamics in a system behavior. The overall idea of the proposed
approach is shown in Fig. 1.2.

Figure 1.2: The idea of the methodology

The proposed methodology is applied on AMS systems modeled by a
block diagram. This way of modeling is a common industrial practice used in
traditional hardware description languages (HDLs) such as SystemC-AMS,
Matlab-Simulink, VHDL-AMS, Verilog, etc. Uncertainties are captured as
symbolic ranges. Operations applied on ranges compute a symbolic output
in one simulation run. The symbolic response covers the whole set of trajectories over the considered range of uncertain values.
The scope of the work is currently reduced to SystemC AMS simulator.
However, the same concept can be implemented within any simulator, which
supports the use of abstract data types. As simulator, this work uses the
proof-of-concept implementations available from Accellera and Fraunhofer
(AMS extensions). This simulator has been developed for verification and
validation by numerical, non-symbolic simulation.
In order to permit symbolic simulation of existing models, we give the
double/int/bool values of a numeric simulator the semantics of symbolic
simulation. Objective is to allow us the use of the existing, numeric sim-
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ulator for symbolic simulation. This permits us to keep the changes and
modifications of the models small while ensuring compatibility with existing tools and flows. For integration of symbolic simulation into the existing
simulator, we use the following approaches (see Fig. 1.2):
• Operator overloading, which allows us to define operations on ranges.
In this way, arithmetic and relational operators get symbolic semantics.
In the model, the signal and variables values that shall be simulated
symbolically must be the abstract data type XAAF.
• Instrumentation of control flow statements that is necessary for symbolic simulation of multiple control flow paths on the software side.

1.3

Hypotheses

Combining symbolic approach with simulation, the new methodology should
successfully deal and solve the problems of state of the art methods. To show
this, I define the requirements that the method should meet. In the rest of
the thesis I will call them hypothesis whose validation will be presented at
the end of this work.
Hypothesis 1 - Applicability on Complex Mixed-Signal Systems.
The proposed methodology is based on simulation that allows the application of the method on general systems. This hypothesis is validated applying the new verification methodology on a complex industrial case study:
a dual-path charge-pump PLL circuit of one IEEE 802.15.4 transceiver. The
hypothesis is accepted if the method is able to show that the system meets/does not meet the desired property in the presence of different sources of
uncertainties.
Hypothesis 2 - Comprehensive Verification Coverage.
The new methodology captures uncertain values as ranges giving them
symbolic values. Computation with symbolic values results in a symbolic
system response. The hypothesis is accepted if the symbolic output encloses
the whole set of outputs computed for the particular parameter values inside
the ranges. This is shown finding the worst-case bounds and comparing their
values with the ones obtained by numeric techniques such as Monte Carlo
and Design of Experiments.

1.4

Contributions

The starting point of this work is Affine Arithmetic proposed by [1]. Affine
Arithmetic (AA) is a powerful technique to compute with intervals in a symbolic way. It was introduced as an improved alternative of Interval Arithmetic (IA) [2]. Symbolic representation of ranges with AA overcomes a wellknown dependency problem of IA. AA proved its efficiency in a vast number
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of applications.
The first application of AA was in computer graphics [3]: computing
octrees, quad-trees and ray tracing. This work reports more accurate results
compared with Interval Arithmetic applied on the same examples.
[4, 5] use AA In Digital Signal Processing (DSP) to analyze finiteprecision effects caused by rounding errors in floating-point arithmetic. An
upper bound for the error is estimated using a general applicable static error
analysis based on AA. The results of the proposed error estimation are compared with techniques based on detailed simulation strategy [6]. It is shown
that using AA a comparable estimation can be obtained with a significantly
lower computational effort.
AA also found its applicability in the verification and analysis of analog
circuits. [7] proposes semi-symbolic analysis of analog circuits based on AA.
Using this approach AA is used in sizing of analog circuits taking the changes
of operating conditions and manufacturing tolerances into account. Affine
Arithmetic computes the bounds of the worst-case circuit behavior and the
global minimum of sizing problem is determined due to inclusion isotonicity.
[8] and [9] use AA for symbolic (forward) simulation of mixed-signal
systems and analog circuits, respectively. The goal of these works was to
increase coverage of simulation-based techniques towards formal methods.
However, Affine Arithmetic currently supports only computations in the
continuous domain. This is not enough for symbolic simulation of mixedsignal systems. Beside continuous parts, they also contain digital or software
parts, which require computations in the discontinuous domain. The discrete
operations cannot be handled with the standard form of Affine Arithmetic.
This thesis extends Affine Arithmetic towards crossing continuous/discontinuous borders with symbolic values. The extended Affine Arithmetic
will be able to handle:
• Discrete parts of Mixed-Signal systems such as comparators, switches,
etc.
• Control flow statements in the software code with conditional variables
as ranges
More details about the extension of Affine Arithmetic and computation with
extended affine forms will be given in Chapter 4.

1.5

Outline

The rest of the thesis is organized as following. Chapter 2 briefly discusses
state of the art methods used in verification of analog/mixed signal systems.
The methods are compared with respect to run-time complexity, scalability
and coverage obtained during verification process.
Chapter 3 is reserved for a brief overview of symbolic simulation based
on Affine Arithmetic (AA), which is the basis for this thesis. The mathe-
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matical form of AA and the basic mathematical operations with affine forms
can be found in this chapter. Nonlinear operations with AA terms require
the use of approximation schemes that are in this chapter briefly described.
To keep the form of AA, these operations add a new symbol per each execution. To avoid symbol explosion, the method acting as a garbage collection
or Hansen’s forms are used. The short description of approaches and the
improved scalability of AA is given.
Finally, this chapter shows the practical use of Affine Arithmetic, listing
sources of system uncertainties and describing the way to model them using
AA. Symbolic simulation based on AA results in symbolic outputs, which
encloses the set of simulation traces, obtained in one (symbolic) simulation
run. The way to perform the symbolic simulation on system, as well on
circuit level is briefly explained.
Chapter 4 briefly introduces the extension of Affine Arithmetic proposed
in this work. It allows computation with uncertain values on the digital
and software side of a system. Beside standard mathematical operations
this chapter introduces new operations to pass uncertainties through the
discontinuous domain. The idea is illustrated through two small examples:
a simple control flow in the software code and a water level control system
modeled as automata with two discrete states. The chapter ends with a brief
explanation of the method implementation.
Chapter 5 introduces the assertion-based approach proposed to automatically compare symbolic outputs with the properties a system should fulfill.
The following points are covered:
• the assertion language with the appropriate set of operators
• the list of typical system properties and the way to describe them using
these operators
• illustration using two small examples: a 2nd order IIR (Infinite Impulse
Response) filter and a closed loop control system. The properties, that
were verified, are: the overflow of filter output due to finite precision
in DSP and the stability property of a control system.
• the implementation of approach as a separate library in SystemC AMS
simulation environment
Chapter 6 proves the efficiency and the applicability of Extended Affine
Arithmetic on two more complex non-trivial case studies: a 3rd Order DeltaSigma Modulator and a Charge-Pump PLL circuit. The considered PLL circuit is used for generation of high frequency carriers in a multiband IEEE
802.15.4 RF transceiver shown in Fig. 1.1. The proposed assertion approach
is used to describe typical properties of the case studies and checked them
automatically. The chapter ends with the discussion that highlights the advantages of the proposed method over state of the art methods. Chapter 7
concludes the thesis and points to future directions.

Chapter 2

State of the art
Figure 2.1 gives an overview of state of the art methods for mixed-signal
verification. These can be classified into two major classes: simulation and
formal methods (see Fig. 2.1).
Mixed-Signal
Verification

Simulation

Formal methods

Symbolic
Simulation
Random
tests

Run-time
Verification

Worst-case
estimation

Reachability
Analysis

Model checking

Equiv. checking

Figure 2.1: Methods for verification of Mixed-Signal Systems

2.1

Simulation-based approaches

Simulation is a common method used to analyze analog/mixed-signal behavior over a wide set of operating conditions. This approach can be categorized
into two groups:
1. Statistical methods based on generation of random test cases
7
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2. Methods based on estimation of worst-case behavior
Statistical methods use probability density functions to generate random
values for system parameters. These are known as Monte-Carlo simulation.
For a thorough system analysis this approach is a very expensive where too
many tests are repeated to obtain sufficient problem coverage. To reduce this
number, the technique called Importance sampling [10, 11] is proposed. In
contrast to Monte-Carlo this approach does not use the original probability
density function, but the samples are chosen from the other function called
importance density function. Using this function the values are sampled
from regions, which have the highest impact on the system performance.
Although the number of runs is reduced, random tests cannot guarantee
that worst-case scenarios are covered.
The focus of the second class of simulations is to investigate the effects
of parameters and find the values, which can lead to worst-case scenarios.
[12] considers corner values of parameters to estimate the worst-case behavior. However, this can lead to false estimation, since corners are not by
default worst-case parameter values. The methods in [13] and [14] deliver
more accurate results but a specification of a minimum yield requirement
is required. [15] proposes Design of Experiments (DOE) which uses different classes of metamodels to find parameters with the highest impact. It
estimates “worst-case” system behavior using significantly lower number of
simulation runs. However, in general all methods based on numeric simulations require multi runs which still cannot guarantee dependability. Table
2.1 compares multi-run methods looking at run-time complexity.
Table 2.1: Comparison of run-time complexity.
method
Monte-Carlo
Importance sampling
Corner-Case
Design of Experiments

complexity
O(1)
O(1)
O(2k )

comment
probabilistic approach; many runs needed
monte-carlo runs reduced, but still many runs
runs increase exponentially with k uncert.
number of runs
dependable on various factors:
number of uncertainties,
Euclidean distance between pairs of
samples in the parameter space,
used meta-model

Numeric simulations are able to prove the existence of errors but cannot
prove the absence of them. Counter-examples provide 100% guarantee that
system properties are violated. If the counter-examples are not found, the
correctness of system behavior cannot be proved due to finite numbers of
simulated scenarios. To increase the coverage of numeric simulations, formal
verification methods were proposed.
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Formal methods

The high applicability and efficiency of formal methods were proved in the
verification of digital systems [16]. Clarke in [16] proposes model checking
methods. These are based on state-graph models of system behavior and allow exhaustive exploration of all possible states and transitions in the graph
model. However, due to infinite continuous state space, formal verification
of analog/mixed-signal systems is still a challenge. Literature survey provides the following techniques for formal verification of analog/mixed-signal
designs.

2.2.1

Equivalence checking

One approach to verify analog/mixed-signal designs in more formal way is
equivalence checking. It is based on proving the equivalence of two models. In [17] verification of analog circuits is done by checking equivalence
between two transfer functions. One transfer function models the circuit
implementation and the other the specification. The transfer functions are
transformed to the discrete Z-domain, which allows the canonical encoding
into Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs). However, this method
considers circuit parameters only in nominal conditions; no variations are
taken into account. Later, [18] proposes the method, which explores the
effect of parameter tolerances to the circuit behavior. The circuit transfer
function is extracted from the circuit netlist. Both methods are restricted
to linear analog circuits.
[19, 20] proposes an equivalence checking approach for nonlinear analog circuits. The idea of the method is to compare functional behaviors
of two circuits represented in the form of differential algebraic equations
(DAE). Since levels of abstractions for modeling two circuits might be different, the internal state space variables might also be different. Thus, the
direct comparison of the state space would lead to wrong verification results.
Transforming the state space of both circuits to canonical representations,
which are then directly compared, solves this. However, this is not a trivial
task and for complex systems the transformation could not be automatically
performed.
Beside circuit-level, equivalence checking can also be performed at systemlevel as proposed in [21]. There, equivalence is checked between two VHDLAMS system models. Each VHDL-AMS model contains digital part, analog
part and convertor components for converting analog to digital and via versa.
Digital part of two designs is verified using classical equivalence checking
methods like SAT/BDD method. Analog parts were simplified using rewriting engine and compared using AMS simulator. However, it is not easy to
find appropriate rewriting rules to arbitrary classes of analog circuits and
this method is often restricted to simple and specific designs. In general, all
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methods based on equivalence checking suffer from the complexity problem
as it is surveyed in [22].
Table 2.2: Methods for equivalence checking [22]
[17]
[19]
[18]
[21]
Linear
Nonlinear
Linear
Nonlinear AMS
Transfer function
ODE-DAE
Transfer function
ODE-DAE
Transient response Near operating point Near operating point
Functional
transient response
analysis
Analysis domain
Frequency
Time
Frequency
Time
Techniques and analysis OBDDs comparisons Qualitative analysis
Interval analysis Rewriting, SAT simulation
Tools
N/A
MAPLE
MAPLE
M-CHECK
Case studies
Low pass filter
CMOS inverter,
Band pass filter
D/A converter
Opamp
Type of systems
Models
Analysis Regions

2.2.2

Model checking

The other approach to formal verification is based on algorithmic system
verification like model checking. Depending on the system complexity the
researchers propose two classes of methods: direct and indirect methods.
The first class of methods is applied on the original systems where a generated state model is the exact representation of the system behavior [23, 24].
These methods are restricted to linear systems with a simple continuous
dynamics. For nonlinear systems with more complex dynamic behavior the
computation time to generate a discrete model significantly increases. Therefore, the indirect methods must be applied. They convert original systems
to abstract models easier to analyze and verify.
The work in [25, 26] proposes timed automata to approximate continuous
system parts. In [27] the time automata is refined by adding clocks allowing
us to reduce over-approximation of abstract models; the number of spurious
behaviors that do not correspond to concrete ones. The applicability of this
method is restricted to systems with a monotonic behavior.
[28] proposes Linear Hybrid Automata (LHA) to abstract continuous
system dynamics. To deal with system nonlinearities, [29, 30] extend LHA
with a piecewise linear model. The approach is based on linear phase-portrait
approximation where the state space of the nonlinear system is divided into
linear regions. Since there is no standard method for partition of state space,
strongly nonlinear models can hardly be handled.
[31, 32] proposes the discretization of the infinite continuous state space
of nonlinear analog systems. The continuous space is discretized into regions called hypercube, which represent the discrete states of the finite
state model. Once a model is created, model-checking algorithms are applied to verify typical system properties. The system properties are described
with Computation Tree Logic (CTL) formulas. [33, 34] extend CTL formu-
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las [35, 36] to cover analog behavior. The main weakness of these approaches
is the state explosion problem and the total runtime, which grows exponentially with the number of state variables. Only systems with few state
variables (maximum five) can be handled.
In [37] the authors propose a new model for the state representation of
AMS designs, Timed Hybrid Petri Nets (THPN). The reachable states of
THPN are computed by Difference Bound Matrix (DBM)-based algorithm,
which uses convex polygons (zones) to represent them. The desired system
properties are described with ACTL (Analog Computation Tree Logic) and
automatically verified. This approach requires specification of AMS designs
in the form of differential equations (DEs) which are then transformed into
THPN.
One more approach towards formal verification of AMS designs is a a
Bounded Model Checking (BMC) implemented in the Property-Checker tool
[38]. This tool is intended to verify the AMS behaviors, which should reach
steady states. As all previous methods, this tool also requires the specification of AMS design in the intermediate language. The design must be
described using the semantics of XML language.
The first step towards the integration of formal methods in a standard
design flow is proposed by [39]. The authors improve the previous work [37]
to allow specification of AMS circuits using a familiar language (in this case
VHDL-AMS). A new model called Labeled Hybrid Petri Net (LHPN) is introduced, which is automatically generated from VHDL-AMS designs. To
enable the application of the methodology in general (not only on VHDLAMS designs), [40, 41] propose the generation of LHPNs from simulation
traces got from an arbitrary simulator. System properties are then verified using one of the following model checkers: binary decision diagrams
(BDD)-based model checker [42, 43], (difference bound matrices) DBMbased model checker [44] and (satisfiability modulo theories) SMT-based
model checker [42, 43]. Since LHPN is generated from simulation traces, the
quality of the model depends on the quality of delivered simulation results.
To increase the quality of verification results the authors propose the use of
coverage metrics. They should give information about the regions, which are
not explored by simulation traces but where the undesired behavior can appear. The lower quality of simulation results, the more information coverage
metrics should deliver.

2.2.3

Reachability analysis

To deal with the state explosion problem, one line of research performs
state exploration directly on system dynamics. This approach is in literature known as reachability analysis. In general, this approach cannot find the
exact representation of all reachable states. This is due to complex system
dynamics and unknown exact values of initial conditions. Therefore, reach-
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Table 2.3: Methods for model checking [22]
[32, 34]
[37]
[38]
Type of systems
Nonlinear
Nonlinear
AMS
Models
ODE, DAE
THPN/ODE
piecewise linear automation
Analysis Regions
No restriction
No restriction
Steady State
Techniques and analysis Numerical anal. Numerical approx.
Bounded MC
State space partitions
HyperCubes Convex polygons
Temporal Logic
CTL-AT
ACTL
FOL
Tools
Amcheck
ATACS
Property Checker
Case studies
Smitt trigger,
Tunnel diode,
Sequential circuit
Opamp, VCO
PLL

able sets are often approximated using different geometrical representations.
[45] proposes the partition of the continuous state space using hypercubes
of fixed size. However, the computation time of this approach is too high.
To reduce this time the authors in [46] propose the reduction of the state
space dimension by projections of the state space with polygons.
In d/dt [47, 48] and Checkmate [49, 50, 51, 52] tools, the set of reachable states is approximated using polyhedra. d/dt uses orthogonal polyhedra, while Checkmate is based on abstractions using the sequence of convex
polyhedra, so called flow pipe approximations. In [53] the authors extend
d/dt to support verification of nonlinear analog circuits whose behavior
is described with differential algebraic equations (DAEs). The extended approach is illustrated on a second order biquad low pass filter. However, d/dt
misses an automatic translation from a circuit description to a hybrid automata (HA) and a formal language to specify analog properties. In [54]
the Checkmate tool is used to verify properties of two analog circuits, a
tunnel diode oscillator circuit and a delta-sigma modulator. Systems are
converted to Approximate QTSs (Quotient Transition Systems), which represent conservative approximation of the infinite-state representation of the
original system. Since AQTSs represent approximations of the considered
hybrid system, the tool verifies only universal properties (properties which
must hold for all paths of QTS). These properties are described by ACTL
class of formulas [55].
One more approach on reachability analysis not considered by [22] is
the work presented recently in [56]. This work proposes the use zonotopes
for the approximation of the reachable set. It provides efficient results on
verification of a locking property of dual-path charge-pump PLL circuit.
However, there are some open questions: “Can this approach handle circuit
nonlinearities (e.g. in Voltage-Controlled Oscillator)?” or more important
“Can this approach be applied in general?”
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Table 2.4: Methods for reachability analysis [22]
[45]
[46]
[54]
[53]
Types of Systems
Nonlinear
Nonlinear
Nonlinear
Nonlinear
Models
ODE
ODE
HA/ODE-DAE
HA/ODE-DAE
Analysis Regions
No restriction
No restriction
No restriction
No restriction
Techniques and analysis
Simulation
Projection numerical approx. Numerical approx. Numerical approx., MILP
State space partitions Fixed size hyperCubes
Polygons
Convex
Orthogonal
polyhedra
polyhedra
Tools
COSPAN
Matlab/Coho
Checkmate
d/dt
Case studies
Interlock Circuits
Van der Pool
Tunnel Diode
Low Pass Filter
Oscillator
≠ mod
≠ mod

2.2.4

Run-time verification

Run-time verification is the other set of methods dealing with the complexity
problem of formal methods. The basic idea is to use monitors, that monitor
signal traces generated from numeric simulations. Monitors check properties automatically and can work in offline and online mode. The properties
to be verified are described with assertions whose semantic follow the syntax of the appropriate specification language. This idea was firstly adopted
for verification of digital designs [57]. In [58, 59] the authors propose formal specification languages like Property Specification Language (PSL) and
System Verilog Assertion (SVA). For specification of analog behavior these
languages require extensions and the certain number of modifications.
[60] presents Signal Temporal Logic (STL), as extension of PSL. The
language is used to specify analog properties, which are verified offline. [61]
also proposes the offline tool, but for verification of mixed-signal properties.
This tool requires modeling AMS system with System of Recurrence Equations (SRE) and it does not support mixed behaviors for continuous time
(only discrete).
In general, the weakness of offline methods is that properties can be
checked only after simulation. For complex systems memory usage to save
the signal traces can increase significantly.
To face with this problem the authors in [62] extend the work [60] towards online monitoring. The approach proposes an incremental monitoring
method, which combines the simplicity of the offline method with the early
failure detection of online monitoring. Concretely, the offline method is not
applied on the entire set of simulation traces but incrementally on each
simulation trace.
Online monitoring can be also found in [63] where SVAs are extended
to cover continuous time. In [64] an assertion library is integrated in the
environment of MLDesigner which uses multi domain approach to model
systems: CTDE (Continuous Time Discrete Event) MOCs (Model of Computations) for analog modeling and Discrete Event MOCs for modeling digital system parts.
Monitoring timed automata (MTA) [65], based on the approach [66], also
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allows the verification of system properties during simulation. In [67] the
authors integrate the MTA in the automatic stimulus generation framework
which is interfaced with the VHDL-AMS simulator.
Above described assertion-based methods are limited to verification of
time behavior; frequency behavior is not covered. To allow description of
properties in the frequency domain, [68, 69] introduce the language of Mixed
Signal Assertions (MSA). They combine continuous time, discrete time and
frequencies with temporal logic.
In general run-time verification is a very fast and hence an attractive
approach. However, there is no guarantee that a system meets specifications
due to the finite number of tested simulation traces.

2.2.5

Symbolic simulation

The goal of symbolic simulation is to combine the high coverage of formal
methods and interactive way of analysis as simulation. Symbolic simulation
is also a part of formal verification, e.g. to compute reachability. The idea
is based on symbolic approach, which replaces concrete numeric values with
symbols. Symbolic simulation can be seen as a methodology, which removes
tradeoff in conventional simulations between required simulation runs and a
coverage. With symbolic representation, a comprehensive coverage of formal
methods is obtained in one or very few simulation runs.
In early 70’s [70] symbolic simulation was applied for software testing
and debugging. Since program variables are symbols, control flows in software code are executed for all possible branches/path conditions. For large
programs, a comprehensive simulation is problematic, because the number
of paths increases exponentially (path explosion problem). To cope with the
path explosion problem, Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers[71]
are used to more accurately determine the reachable paths. The control
flow is pruned by heuristics to focus on “relevant” paths [72, 73]. Recent
tools allow symbolic execution at the level of C code [74], Low Level Virtual
Machine (LLVM) [75] or Dalvik [76] intermediate code and are able to handle larger software systems. While for C code a specific symbolic executor
is used, abstract virtual machines like LLVM or Dalvik do not need any
specific high-level language at all.
Design languages such as VHDL, Verilog and SystemC have, together
with their simulation methods, reached a complexity where it would be
desirable to use an existing compiler and simulator for symbolic simulation
or model checking. The question “Can a Simulator Verify a Circuit?” was
first asked by Bryant [77] who proposed the use of the ternary logic (0,1,X)
of logic simulators for this purpose. Unfortunately, this will quickly lead to
simulations with "X" states only.
In [78] Bryant and Seger propose Symbolic Trajectory Evaluation where
symbolic simulator is seen as model checker. The properties are described
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with limited class of formulas written in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)
logic. This work was later extended to support verification of safety properties [79, 80, 81]. [82] proposes Generalized Symbolic Trajectory Evaluation
(GSTE) which enables adding fairness to system properties. To avoid simulations with "X" states only, GSTE does not encode the entire system state
space symbolically. It looks at the complexity of specification and replaces
only required inputs and initial states with symbols. This methodology found
place in industry applications; Motorola used STE for verification of memory subsystems while Intel performed block-level verification based on this
methodology. However, only limited class of properties can be described and
verified; existential properties cannot be expressed. CTL model checking is
still more expressive.
In [83] Chris Wilson overcomes the problem of "too many X" combining
the ternary logic with more powerful BDD structure. In Wilson’s simulator
the symbolic values are represented in two ways: as BDD variable or symbol
"X" tagged with the corresponding index. When the output values depend
on inputs with multiple tags, its result is "X". The idea is to start symbolic
simulation using only tagged values for input variables. If outputs result
in "X", then input symbols are replaced with BDD variables and symbolic
test is performed again. This process is repeated until the output value is
either 0 or 1. This simulator is restricted to simple data paths, since every
time tagged "X" is replaced with BDD variable the entire simulation must
be repeated. Recent tools rely on more powerful BDD techniques or even
SAT/SMT solvers. For this purpose, HDLs are translated into automata
or other intermediate representations. For formal verification in complex
modeling and design languages, languages such as SystemC are translated
to intermediate languages, SISSI [84].
Recent works [85, 86] brought the idea of symbolic approach to analog
and mixed-signal circuits. Both methods combine symbolic representation of
system behavior with Interval Arithmetic (IA)[2] to compute over the ranges
of system parameters. In [85] mixed-signal designs are modeled symbolically
in the form of recurrence equations and computed over the intervals of system parameters. However, due to divergence problem associated with IA,
symbolic simplifications need to be applied at each time step This leads to
high computational costs.
[86] proposes symbolic representation of mixed-signal behavior in the
form of SAT constraints by using NL-SMT solver. The constraints over
variables are represented as intervals using Interval Arithmetic. Similar, the
over approximation problem of IA is solved by symbolic simplifications with
ICP(Interval Constraint Propagation) which is applied at each computation step. Since this leads to significant increase of computational costs, the
combination with numeric simulations was required.
[8, 87, 9] overcomes the problems of IA using the improved alternative
called Affine Arithmetic [1, 88]. One more advantage of these works over
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[85, 86] is that the symbolic methodology is used directly in an existing
simulator without translation a system model to a formal one. However,
these approaches were restricted to continuous state space due to inability
of Affine Arithmetic to compute in the discrete domain. This work extends
Affine Arithmetic towards discrete computations with symbolically represented ranges.

Chapter 3

Symbolic Simulation based
on Affine Arithmetic (AA)
3.1

Symbolic simulation

Recent works [8, 89] use Affine Arithmetic [1, 88, 90] for symbolic simulation
of analog/mixed-signal systems. A system is simulated over a set of variable
inputs, initial conditions and parameter values. All system variations are
symbolically modeled as ranges using affine forms. Using symbolic representation Affine Arithmetic brings the simulation the following advantages:
1. High dependability of verification results using one (symbolic) simulation run
2. Measuring the impact of each variation to the total system performance and the trace ability of variations back to their sources
In [8] simulation is performed at system level using an existing SystemC
AMS simulator [91], intended for numeric simulation. Beside system-level
simulation, symbolic simulation is also performed at circuit level [89]. In [89]
Affine Arithmetic is integrated in an equation solver to compute a circuit
response over a set of circuit parameter values.

3.1.1

System-level simulation using SystemC (AMS)

In [8] AMS system is modeled in a usual way by a block diagram as shown by
Figure 3.1. The functions of blocks are described by mathematical functions
in time-domain (multiplication, integration, differential equations, etc.), by
transfer functions H(s), or by linear circuits with switches, or by C++ code.
The functional blocks communicate via directed signals ((timed) dataflow, signal-flow). For simulation, the outputs of the blocks are computed
in discrete time steps, following the data flow’s direction by computation of
the block’s functions, or by solving the equation systems of the blocks. This
way of modeling is the common industrial practice and is the underlying
17
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5. Discussion and Future Work
Although affine arithmetic and its application in circuit
or system design is very new, and only few experiences ex-
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SystemC AMS extensions User’s Guide

1.2.1. Use cases and requirements
As depicted in Figure 1.2, the SystemC AMS extensions can be used for a wide variety of use cases such as:
• Executable specification;
• Virtual prototyping;
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• Integration validation.

Figure 1.2. Use cases, model abstractions, and modeling formalisms

Figure 3.2: Modeling formalisms in SystemC AMS [93]
Executable specification
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level modeling
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setnecessarily
of available
modules
calledarchitecture
primitive
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errors introduced in the control loop fall towards 0 and the output signal
converges to the steady state value. This behavior is exactly what a designer
Copyright © 2009, 2010 by the Open SystemC Initiative (OSCI). All rights reserved.
2
expects from a designed PI controller (Figure 3.1 bottom). In contrast to
Interval Arithmetic, Affine Arithmetic is able to track correlations between
same quantities in a system loop. This further avoids overapproximation of
output signal values that could lead to false negatives.

3.1.2

Circuit-level simulation

Beside at system level, symbolic simulation can also be applied at circuit
level [89, 94, 95].
[89] implements a symbolic SPICE-like circuit simulator. It was used
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for the refinement of signal processing systems to mixedsignal implementations, because by very few simulation
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vative solution. For this purpose, the new deviation symbol (modeling
overapproximation) is added.
Figure 3.4 shows the flow of affine circuit simulation.

MNA
System of
differential
equations
Solve eq.system
for nominal
parameter values

Linearize
diff.equations
with respect
to param dev.

Solve equation
system

yes

System is
linear?

Simulation
complete

no

Extend affine sol.

Figure 3.4: The flow of affine circuit simulation

3.2

Affine Arithmetic

Affine Arithmetic (AA) is a powerful technique to compute with ranges. It
is proposed as an improved alternative for classical Interval Arithmetic (IA)
[2] to handle its dependency problem. The form, which AA uses to represent
an arbitrary quantity x̃, is as follows:
x̃ = x0 +

m
X
i=1

xi Ái

Ái œ [≠1, 1] .

(3.1)

Each deviation symbol Ái is a symbolic variable whose exact value is unknown, but lies in interval [≠1, 1]. The deviation symbols are scaled by par-
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tial deviations xi , whose number is equal to m.
The affine form given by Eq. 3.1 is an informal representation of a range
[xlo , xup ] with lower and upper bounds calculated as:
xlo = x0 ≠
Aﬃne Arithmetic

xup = x0 +

m
X

i=1
m
X
i=1

|xi |
301

|xi |.

the corresponding coeﬃcients xi and yi . Note that the signs of these coeﬃcients are
not meaningful
in isthemselves,
signform
of εiaccording
is arbitrary;
but following:
the relative
The range
converted because
back to the
affine
to the
sign of xi and yi defines the direction of the correlation. For example, suppose that
xlo + xup
xupaﬃne
≠ xloforms
the quantities x and
by+the
[x y, are
xup ]represented
=
Á; Á œ [≠1, 1].

2

lo

2

x̂ = 20 − 4ε1
+ 2ε3 + 3ε4
With symbolic representation Affine Arithmetic identifies the correlation
ŷ = 10 − 2ε1 + 1ε2
− 1ε4

between affine forms and hence delivers more tight and realistic bounds

and y lies in
From
thisInterval
data, we
can tell that
x lies3.5
in the
interval
x̄ = [11 29]
than
Arithmetic.
Figure
shows
the geometrical
representation
ȳ =of[6joint14];
i.e.,
the
pair
(x,
y)
lies
in
the
grey
rectangle
of
figure
2. However,
range of two correlated quantities represented in Affine and
Interval
since
the
two
aﬃne
forms
include
the
same
noise
variables
ε
and
ε
with
1 y is a
4 box, non-zero
Arithmetic. In Interval Arithmetic joint range of x and
while in
coeﬃcients,
they are not
independent
of each
other. Inafact,
the pair (x, y)
Affine Arithmetic
theentirely
joint range
represent
a zonotope,
center-symmetric
must
lie
in
the
dark
grey
region
of
figure
2,
which
is
the
set
of
all
possible
values
of
convex polytope. AA delivers much more accurate bounds than IA, as
shown
(x̂, ŷ) when the noise variables ε1 , .. ε4 are independently chosen in U. This set is
by Figure 3.5.
the joint range of the forms x̂ and ŷ, denoted ⟨x̂, ŷ⟩.

14

6

11

29

Figure
2: Joint
range range
⟨x̂, ŷ⟩ of
partiallyquantities
dependentx̃quantities
implied by
Figure
3.5: Joint
of two
dependent
= 20 ≠ 4Áas
1 + 2Á3 + 3Á4
their
aﬃne
forms
x̂
=
20
−
4ε
1 + 2ε3 + 3ε4 and ŷ = 10 − 2ε1 + 1ε2 − 1ε4 .
and ỹ = 10 ≠ 2Á + Á ≠ Á in Affine Arithmetic (zonotope) and Interval
1

2

4

(box)[88]
AsArithmetic
can be inferred
from figure 2, the set ⟨x̂, ŷ⟩ is a convex polygon, symmetric
around its center (x0 , y0 ). If the forms depend on n noise symbols ε1 , .. εn , the
joint range has 2n sides; each εi corresponds to a pair of opposite sides, which are
parallel and congruent to the segment with endpoints (xi , yi ) and (−xi , −yi ). In
fact,
the joint
range ⟨x̂, ŷ⟩ is the
Minkowski
sum [16] of all those segments with the
3.2.1
Computation
with
AA forms
point (x0 , y0 ). The 2n vertices of ⟨x̂, ŷ⟩ are the corners of the convex hull of the
on affinebyforms
caneach
be divided
into
linear
2n Arithmetic
points (x̂, ŷ)operations
that are obtained
setting
εi to −1
or two
+1, groups:
in all possible
and nonlinear. These operations are defined through the following definicombinations.
tions.
Thethe
acronym
AAF⟨x̂,inŷ,the
definitions
set of
Similarly,
joint range
ẑ⟩ offollowing
three aﬃne
forms x̂, refers
ŷ and to
ẑ isthe
a convex
affine forms
defined by Eq.around
3.1. the point (x0 , y0 , z0 ), with Θ(n2 ) vertices,
polyhedron,
center-symmetric
edges and faces in the worst case.
In general, any m aﬃne forms x̂1 , .. x̂m determine a joint range ⟨x̂1 , .. x̂m ⟩ ⊆ Rm ,
defined as the set of all tuples (x1 , .. xm ) of values for the corresponding ideal
quantities that are simultaneously compatible with those aﬃne forms. Note that
⟨x̂1 , .. x̂n ⟩ is the parallel projection on Rm of the hypercube Un by the aﬃne map
(x̂1 , .. x̂m ). The projection is a zonotope, a center-symmetric convex polytope in
Rm , whose faces are themselves center-symmetric. It is the Minkowski sum of the
1
n
1
n
point (x10 , .. xm
0 ) and the n segments si with endpoints (xi , .. xi ) and (−xi , .. −xi ).
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Definition 3.1. If x̃, ỹ œ AAF and c œ R is a real constant then
x̃ + ỹ = x0 + y0 +
x̃ ≠ ỹ = x0 ≠ y0 +

m
X
i=1
m
X
i=1

(xi + yi )Ái
(xi ≠ yi )Ái

cx̃ = cx0 +

m
X

cxi Ái .

i=1

The above operations satisfy the closure property; they result in affine
forms with exact lower and upper bounds. For nonlinear operations the final
result must be approximated to be represented as an affine form. However,
the safe inclusion is guaranteed; the final result is always over-approximation
and never underestimation of the exact result.
Definition 3.2. If x̃, ỹ œ AAF , nonlinear function f (x̃, ỹ) is then computed
as:
f (x̃, ỹ) ™ f a (x̃, ỹ) + ”Ám+1

where Ám+1 œ [≠1, 1] is a new deviation symbol. ” is the upper bound
of the approximation error between the nonlinear function f and the linear
approximated function f a :
|f (x̃, ỹ) ≠ f a (x̃, ỹ)| Æ ” ’Ái œ [≠1, 1].
The linear approximated function f a is computed using one of the approximation schemes described in the next section (Section 3.2.2). Nonlinear
operations such as multiplication and division of two affine terms x̃ and ỹ
are computed as follows:
x̃ ú ỹ := x0 ú y0 +
+

m
X
(
|xi |
i=1

m
X

i=1
m
X
i=1

(x0 yi + xi y0 )Ái

|yi |)Ám+1

(3.2)

The multiplication result can be seen as the Taylor approximation of x̃ ú ỹ
with the first order polynomial around the nominal values x0 and y0 :
ˆf
ˆf
(x0 , y0 ) ú (x̃ ≠ x0 ) +
(x0 , y0 ) ú (ỹ ≠ y0 )
ˆx
ˆy
m
X
= x0 ú y0 +
(x0 yi + xi y0 )Ái

f a (x̃, ỹ) = f (x0 , y0 ) +

i=1
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with the maximum approximation error:
”=

m
X
i=1

|xi |

m
X
i=1

|yi |.

The symbol Án+1 is a new deviation symbol which together with zm encloses
the exact result. Division of two affine terms is computed as:
x̃
1
= x̃ ú ( )
ỹ
ỹ
with condition that the range modeled with ỹ does not contain zero. ỹ1 can be
computed using one of approximation schemes described in the next section.

3.2.2

Approximation schemes of nonlinear operations

In contrast to linear, nonlinear operations do not satisfy the closure property. To keep affine form of a final result, the nonlinear part is replaced
with the linear one using one of the approximation schemes. Without loss of
generality, it is assumed that the computation
is performed in one dimenPm
sion. Let x̃ be the affine variable x̃ = x0 + i=1 xi Ái and f the nonlinear
function applied on x̃. To get the affine form of z the nonlinear function is
approximated with the linear one:
z = f (x0 +

m
X
i=1

xi Ái ) ™ f (x0 +
a

m
X

xi Ái ) + ”Ám+1 .

(3.3)

i=1

The approximated function f a is a linear function:
f (x0 +
a

m
X
i=1

xi Ái ) = k ú (x0 +

m
X

xi Ái ) + n

i=1

where k, n œ R. The values of k, n and the approximation error ” depends
on the applied approximation scheme. Depending on the application the
following approximation schemes are used:
1. Minimum range approximation. This approximation delivers the minimized range of the final result. This scheme is very useful for formal
verification methods where a system response in the worst case is of
high interest. The computed bounds which enclose all possible system
behaviors should be as tight as possible since too high over approximation could lead to false negatives.
2. Chebyshev approximation. This approximation is very useful in the
applications for which sensitivity analysis is of crucial importance.
Although minimum range approximation provides the minimum over
approximation on the computed bounds, the approximation error over
the whole range is quite high which could lead to wrong interpreted
effects of single sources of uncertainties to the total performance.
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The Chebyshev approximation is computed according to the Lemma 1 that
can be found in [96]. According to this lemma the coefficients of n-degree
polynomial approximation of nonlinear function f over a range [a, b] can be
computed using n + 2 points:

for which it holds that

a Æ x1 < x2 < ... < xn+2 Æ b.
” = r(xi ) = ≠r(xi+1 )

(3.4)

where ” represents the maximum approximation error found as:
” = maxxœ[a,b] |f (x) ≠ f a (x)|

In Affine Arithmetic nonlinear functions are approximated with the first
order polynomials:
f a (x̃) = k ú x̃ + n
where x̃ is an affine term. Thus, the number of points used to compute the
polynomial coefficients are three. The coefficient k is computed assuming
function f is convex or concave over the interval [a, b] (a ”= b):
k=

(f (b) ≠ f (a))
.
b≠a

In that case two points x1 and x3 are the lower and upper bound of the
interval [a, b]. The third point x2 lies in the range [a, b] and at this point the
approximation error reaches the maximum value. So, the first derivative of
Õ
the approximation error function r (x2 ) is equal to zero:
r (x2 ) = f (x2 ) ≠ k = 0
Õ

Õ

f (x2 ) = k
Õ

and the value x2 is computed as:
x2 = (f )≠1 (k).
Õ

When this value is found, Eq. 3.4 is used to find the value n of approximated
function and the approximation error ”:
” = r(xi ) = f (x1 ) ≠ k ú x1 ≠ n

” = ≠r(xi+1 ) = k ú x2 + n ≠ f (x2 ).

Now, n and ” are calculated as:

f (x1 ) ≠ k ú x1 + k ú x2 ≠ f (x2 )
2
f (x1 ) ≠ k ú x1 + f (x2 ) ≠ k ú x2
n=
.
2
”=
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an interval. This form of Affine Arithmetic is known as Hansen’s form
Affine Arithmetic Form. The work in the thesis uses this approach.
The advantage of Hansen’s form over (1) is described in Section 3.4.

3.3

Implementation of cleanup method

As mentioned above, nonlinear functions must be approximated to satisfy
the closure property of Affine Arithmetic. In order to ensure the safe inclusion, approximations add additional deviation terms. One deviation term
is added every time step the nonlinear operation is performed. Thus, the
maximum required memory for each affine variable depends linearly on the
number of time steps:
ud ú n + us ™ O(n)

where ud is the number of uncertainties added by nonlinear operations, n is
the number of time steps and us is the number of static uncertainties.
Even worse, the run time complexity grows quadratic with the number
of time steps n:
n
X

(ud i + us ) = ud

i=1

ud

n2
2

+ (

n(n + 1)
+ us n
2

ud
+ us )n ™ O(n2 ).
2

To deal with this problem, Heupke [98] proposes the cleanup method to
dynamically manage a high number of terms. The idea is similar to one of
the garbage collection with the difference that added deviation terms are not
deleted form memory but replaced with only two terms. All deviation terms
whose values lie below a user-defined level are summed up. One deviation
term sums up all terms with positive scaling factors and the other with
negative factor signs. In this way a safe inclusion is kept and the number
of terms is significantly reduced. The cleanup method is called every m
time steps. Since m is constant during simulation, the memory complexity
becomes the same as the computation with pure numeric terms [98]:
ud ú m + us ™ O(1).
The run time complexity is also improved growing linear with the number
of time steps [98]:
(ud ú m + us )n + 2n/m(ud ú m + us ) =

(ud ú m + us + 2(ud ú m + us )/m)n ™ O(n).
However, this method faces the following weak points:
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1. It can be only applied on robust systems in a closed loop in which the
impact of variations converges to values close to zero. If this is not
the case, a threshold value for which the method should be called can
hardly be specified.
2. The second weak point is that the moment in which a method is called
is determined by a user. Hence, too often calls could lead to additional
overapproximation and lead to incorrect behavior of a feedback loop.
On the other hand, rare calls would lead to a high number of symbols
that need to be handled by the method and the simulation process,
itself. The computational cost would increase and the efficiency of the
cleanup method would be lost.

3.4

Hansen’s form of Affine Arithmetic

In contrast to the cleanup method, Hansen’s form [99] applied on AA terms
enables a constant time and space complexity of nonlinear operations in
general. Each affine form given by Eq. 3.1 can be re-written using Hansens
form as follows:
x̃ = x0 +

m
X

xi Ái + [0, 0]

i=1

Ái œ [≠1, 1]

where Interval [0, 0] is used to represent a nonlinear part and its default
value is zero interval in the case there are no nonafffine terms. Linear operations given by Definition 3.2.1 applied on Hansen forms of Affine Arithmetic
result again in the Hansens forms. Also, in contrast to usual Affine Arithmetic, nonlinear operations of Hansen’s affine forms result again in Hansen’s
form. The operations only update the bounds of interval enclosing the exact
results. Thus, multiplication operation can be re-written:
x̃ ú ỹ = (x0 +

m
X
i=1

= x0 ú y0 +

xi Ái + [0, 0]) ú (y0 +
m
X
i=1

m
X

yi Ái + [0, 0])

i=1

(x0 ú yi + xi ú y0 )Ái +

m
X

[]i

i=1

where []i i œ {1, ..., m} are computed as follows:
8
< [-|xi ||yi |,|xi ||yi |] i ”= j
[0, xi yi ]
i = j, xi ú yi > 0
[]i =
:
[xi yi ,0]
i = j, xi ú yi < 0

Example. Let x̃ has value 1 + Á1 + [0, 0] and ỹ = 1 ≠ Á1 + Á2 + [0, 0]. Multiplication of x̃ and ỹ results in the following:
x̃ ú ỹ = 1 + Á1 ú 0 + Á2 + [≠2, 1]
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where [≠2, 1] replaces quadratic terms and has value equal to sum of [≠1, 0]
and [≠1, 1]. The range [≠1, 0] encloses the values ≠Á1 ú Á1 and [≠1, 1] the
quadratic term Á1 úÁ2 . Note that in contrast to Eq. 3.2 no new deviation symbols were added. One more advantage of this approach that it also reduces
overapproximation given by Eq. 3.2. The additional term is overapproximated with [≠2, 1] and not [≠2, 2].
Since no additional symbols are added, the memory consumed for Hansen’s
forms stays constant with increasing the number of simulation time steps:
us + 2 ™ O(1)
where us is the number of variations explicitly modeling uncertainties in a
system and 2 places are reserved for lower and upper bound of the interval
in Hansen’s AA form. Time complexity as in numeric simulations changes
linear with the number of simulation time steps n. In each time step cú(us +2)
need to be touched where c is the maximum number of operations applied
on AA forms. Since c and us are constant the time complexity is linear:
n
X
i=1

3.5

c ú (us + 2) = c ú (us + 2) ú n ™ O(n).

Modeling parameter uncertainties with Affine
Arithmetic

In [100] the term uncertainty is defined as “any deviation from the unachievable ideal of completely deterministic knowledge of the relevant system”. Relying on this definition, the term uncertainty is used in this thesis to notify
all kind of faults, unforeseen changes and variations that cause a circuit or a
system to deviate from its ideal behavior. We classify uncertainties according to three major criteria: its location, its modeling approach and whether
it is static or dynamic.
Table 3.1 gives three possible locations of uncertainties in mixed-signal
designs: uncertainties on system inputs and stimuli, parameter uncertainties,
and uncertainties in the system model itself. The uncertainties on inputs are
Table 3.1: Classification by location

Location
input uncertainties
parameter uncertainties
modeling uncertainties

Examples
uncertain initial values or stimuli
tolerances, component aging
abstraction of accurate models

typically caused by the lack of knowledge in initial operating conditions, or
interactive scenarios.
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Parameter values often deviate from their values defined by design of
a system. Parameter uncertainties are due to variations in a manufacturing process, which add certain tolerances to ideal parameter values. The
other source of parameter uncertainties may be aging of system components
causing parameter values to vary from its ideal values.
Modeling uncertainties are the result of abstraction of accurate “real”
system behavior, which is often too complex to be analyzed.
Table 3.2 gives the classification of uncertainties according to modeling
approaches. This chapter is reserved only for uncertainties with continuTable 3.2: Classification by modeling approach

Modeling approach
continuous non-deterministic
continuous probabilistic
discrete non-deterministic
discrete probabilistic

Examples
tolerances, drift, aging
white, colored noise
possible failure
sporadic failure

ous values with uniform probability equal to one. This is because Affine
Arithmetic in the form given by Eq. 3.1 can handle only these types of uncertainties. Uncertainties with discontinuous values or probabilities different
than one require extension of AA to be modeled correctly. The extension
of AAF towards modeling discontinuous uncertainties is the work proposed
and implemented in this thesis. Its brief explanation is given in the next
chapter.
The above classes of uncertainties can take two types of values: static and
dynamic. This fact brings the third classification of uncertain values. Static
uncertainties are uncertainties whose values are constant during simulation.
Dynamic uncertainties add uncertainties that are not constant but change
their values during simulation run. One way to model the dynamic nature of
uncertain values is to add a new deviation symbol at each simulation time
step.
In the following it is shown how these uncertainties can be modeled
with Affine Arithmetic. For each uncertainty model a corresponding block
diagram representation is given. This is a natural way of system modeling
in hardware-description languages such as SystemC-AMS.

3.5.1

Static uncertainties

Static uncertainties add a constant deviation to an ideal system behavior.
The set of static uncertainties includes:
• Tolerances of parameter values in system components due to variations
in manufacturing process
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• Uncertainties added due to lack of capturing accurate models of “real”
behavior; accurate models are abstracted with a more general model
in which the accurate behavior is included
Examples of static uncertainties and the way to model them using Affine
Arithmetic is given below.
Gain uncertainty. A frequency domain behavior of e.g. an amplifier can
be described with the following transfer function:
P (s) = K

N (s)
,
D(s)

(3.5)

where K is a gain whose value is defined by amplifier components. For
amplifiers with an operational amplifier these components are among an
input resistor and a resistor in a feedback loop. Due to tolerance values in
system components, a gain value deviates from its nominal value. This can
be modeled as an affine term:
Knom + ÁKdev

Á œ [≠1, 1]

where Knom and Kdev are a nominal gain value, and a maximum absolute
variation from the nominal value, respectively. Deviation symbol Á œ [≠1, 1]
is used to model all gain values whose variation is smaller than Kdev . Substituting gain variation in Eq. 3.5, P (s) can be re-written as:
P (s) = Pnom (s)(1 + ÁPdev (s))

Á œ [≠1, 1]

where Pnom (s) = Knom N (s)/D(s) is the transfer function of the ideal system block with the gain Knom and Pdev (s) the constant function modeling
variation from the nominal behavior Pdev (s) = Kdev /Knom . The block diagram of a system model including gain variation is shown in Figure 3.7.

Pnom(s)

+
Pdev(s)

Figure 3.7: Block-level representation of gain uncertainty
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Modeling (parameter) uncertainties. Beside gain, parameter values
in a system transfer function are also the subject of variations. As a simple
example, the following transfer function of a system block is assumed:
P (s) =

s2

1
+ as + 1

The variation of parameter a due to variations such as tolerances of system
components can be modeled as an affine form:
anom + Áadev ,

Á œ [≠1, 1]

where anom represents the nominal value and adev the maximum absolute
variation from the nominal value. Modeling parameter uncertainties on block
level can be done transforming P (s) into the form where deviated behavior
is super-imposed to the nominal behavior:
P (s) =
Pnom(s)

Pnom (s)
,
1 + ÁPdev (s)Pnom (s)

Á œ [≠1, 1]

+

Pnom (s) represents the nominal model with the parameter value anom :
1
Pnom (s) = Pdev(s)
2
s + anom s + 1
and Pdev (s) is the deviated function modeled as Pdev (s) = adev s. The representation on block level is shown in Figure 3.8.

+

Pnom(s)

Pdev(s)

Figure 3.8: Block-level representation of parameter uncertainty

Abstraction of accurate model with Affine Arithmetic. Accurate
models are often due to their nonlinearity and complexity very hard to simulate and verify. Thus, accurate behaviors are often abstracted with more
simple models. These models include accurate behaviors and hence each
specification met by the abstracted model will also be satisfied in the accurate one. Abstraction using Affine Arithmetic is demonstrated on a diode, a
commonly used nonlinear element in many circuits. As an illustration, the
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abstraction will be performed only in the forward region, when a diode conducts electric current. The pair (ID , VD ) represents DC operating point of a
diode. A voltage range over which a diode operates is assumed to be symmetric around DC voltage VD . This range is modeled using Affine Arithmetic
as follows:
vd = VD + Á1 vd
Á1 œ [≠1, 1] .

where vd is the maximum absolute distance of operating voltage from DC
operating point. The accurate diode behavior can be described with the
following equation:
vd

id = Is (e ÷VT ≠ 1).

The most simple way to get an abstract diode model is to linearize the
accurate model with the first order Taylor polynomial around DC operating
point (ID , VD ):
ˆid
(VD )(vd ≠ VD ) + lin_error
ˆvd
VD
1
= ID + Is e ÷VT
Á vd + lin_error
÷VT

id = ID +

Á œ [≠1, 1]

The symbol lin_error assigns linearization error which is added to enclose
the accurate model in the abstracted one. The absolute value of linearity
error is equal to the maximum absolute value of the Lagrange remainder
|lin_error| = max(
= max(

1 ˆ 2 id
(›) (vd ≠ VD )2 )
2 ˆvd2
1 ˆ 2 id
(›) )( vd2 )
2 ˆvd2

where › can take any value from › œ [VD ≠ vd , VD +
accurate model, linearization error is represented as:
lin_error = Á2 |lin_error|

vd ]. To include the

Á2 œ [≠1, 1]

Figure 3.9 right shows the approximation of nonlinear diode (Figure 3.9 left)
at the operating point.
A way of modeling time delay. Uncertainty caused by time delay can
be static if a system block adds a constant time delay, or dynamic if a time
delay changes its value during simulation, e.g., a jitter. A time delay added
by an analog component such as a filter can be modeled in the frequency
domain as e≠súdelay . If the delay depends on parameters whose variations are
static (due to e.g. tolerances of parameter values), its value is also static. Let
[0, del_max] be the range of possible delay values. The value 0 assumes there
is no delay, while del_max is the maximum delay caused by variations in
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Figure 3.9: Forward diode characteristic; left: Accurate diode model right:
Abstracted model at DC operating point

component parameters. An analog block with a time delay has the following
transfer function:
P (s) = e≠súdelay Pnom (s)
(3.6)
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where Pnom (s) models the ideal behavior of the block (without time delay)
and delay represents a time delay whose exact value lies in the interval
[0, del_max]. This range can be modeled using Affine Arithmetic. Delay
values are usually small, maximum order of µs. For these small values e≠· s
can be approximated using the first-order Taylor polynomial around the
nominal value 0:
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(e≠súdelay )
:= 1 +
|delay=0 del
1!
= 1 + (≠s) ú del
Õ

(3.7)

del represents variation from the nominal value, which lies in the interval
[0, del_max]. Substituting the approximation of e≠súdelay (Eq. 3.7) in Eq.
3.6 P (s) can be re-written as:
del_max
del_max
+Á
))
2
2
Pnom (s)(1 + Pdev (s))

P (s) := Pnom (s)(1 + (≠s) ú (
=

where Pnom (s) models the ideal behavior and Pdev (s) the deviation from the
ideal behavior. The block-level representation of delay faults in mixed-signal
systems is shown in Figure 3.10.

3.5.2

Dynamic uncertainties

Unlike static, dynamic uncertainties change their values during simulation.
Typical examples for dynamic uncertainties are:
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+

Pnom(s)
-s*delay

Figure 3.10: A system block with constant time delay

1. Round off errors in Digital Signal Processing due to limited number
of bits used to represent numbers
2. Quantization errors caused by finite resolution in Analog/Digital (A/D)
converters
Real numbers in DSPs can be represented in fixed or floating-point arithmetic. Due to a finite number of bits used to represents numbers, quantization errors are inevitable. In a DSP system there are two kinds of quantization errors: rounding and truncation error. Rounding is a process that
rounds a number to the nearest level. Rounding to an integer value, the
number gets the next higher integer value if the fractional part is Ø 0.5
or the next lower integer if it is < 0.5. On the other hand, truncation is a
process that assigns a value to the next lower value eliminating a certain
number of least significant digits.
Fixed-point arithmetic. In fixed-point arithmetic a commonly used number representation has one bit for sign, the finite number of bits for the integer part m and the finite number of bits for the fractional part n. Rounding
in fixed-point representation with n fractional bits adds the maximum quantization error 2≠n≠1 where 2≠n is the minimal representable number. Thus,
the quantization error can range in [≠2≠n≠1 , 2≠n≠1 ]. Figure 3.11 illustrates
rounding to a fixed-point number with 2 fractional bits.
Using Affine Arithmetic, the interval of rounding error can be modeled
as:
Á[m] ú 2≠n≠1 Á[m] œ [≠1, 1]
(3.8)
where n is the number of fractional bits and 2≠n≠1 the maximal value of
rounding error. The dynamic nature of the rounding error is modeled by
adding a new deviation symbol Á[m] every time point m the rounding operation is performed.
Truncation adds the maximum error equal to the minimal representable
number. In fixed-point arithmetic with n fraction bits the truncation error
can be computed by subtracting the value 2≠n≠1 from the interval of the
rounding error (Eq. 3.8). Hence, the truncation error ranges in [≠2≠n , 0] and
its affine representation is:
≠2≠n≠1 + Á[m] ú 2≠n≠1 Á[m] œ [≠1, 1]
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in the floating-point arithmetic depend on the value of the number to be
represented. Figure 3.12 illustrates rounding of floating-point numbers with
two fractional bits. The quantization errors are defined by the quantization
step ” whose value depends on the number to be quantized. This value can
be calculated as 2n ú q where n is the number of bits required to represent
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!

Figure 3.13: Quantization step and quantization error [101]

mantissa. The value q represents the minimal representable number in the
corresponding floating-point representation.
Quantization. During conversion from analog to digital values, A/D converters introduce the certain value of quantization error. This is due to the
converter finite resolution defined by the number of bits N used to represent
the analog value vanalog . N-bit A/D converter adds the maximum quantization error 12 LSB where LSB is 21N . The quantization error is uniformly
distributed within the interval [≠ 12 LSB, 12 LSB]. Using Affine Arithmetic,
this error can be easily represented as:
quant(vanalog , LSB) = vanalog + Á[m] ú 2N ≠1 Á[m] œ [≠1, 1].
where Á[m] defines a deviation symbol added at m time step.

Chapter 4

Extended Affine
Arithmetic-XAA
The current form of Affine Arithmetic is limited to continuous operations
with moderate nonlinearities. However, for Mixed-Signal Systems this is not
sufficient. Beside continuous parts, discontinuous operations must also be
handled. They are introduced by:
• discrete system parts such as comparator, switches, limiter, etc.
• software control flow statements (branches, loops)
For symbolic simulation, both are treated in a similar way: they are seen
as a comparison of variables called conditional variables. For more clear
explanation we will refer to the motivation example given in Section 1.1.
Uncertainties in a PLL circuit lead to uncertainties on decisions in a phase
frequency detector. Detection of the positive edge can be seen as comparison
of the (Voltage Controlled Oscillator) VCO phase with 2ﬁ. If the phase is
higher or equal to 2ﬁ the signal value is one, otherwise zero. Since uncertain
values are enclosed with ranges, the computed system quantities will also be
ranges. Thus, the comparison of phase values with 2ﬁ can result in true, or
false, but also both {false, true}.
Figure 4.1 shows switching of the charge pump of the PLL circuit. PFD
is activated on the phases of the reference signal ref and the VCO signal
(divided by N) v. Here, it is assumed that the reference signal leads. In this
case the reference signal reaches first 2ﬁ and the charge pump is on. When
the phase of v signal reaches 2ﬁ the pump is switched off till the next cycle.
As shown in Figure 4.1, the comparison of the range of the v phase
with 2ﬁ may lead to uncertainty in the switching of the charge pump. To
cover both cases in one execution, this work proposes the extension of Affine
Arithmetic-XAA. The relational operators are overloaded to support the
comparison of ranges with specified thresholds. What follows in this chapter
defines the XAA form (XAAF). We will also define arithmetic and relational
operations which allow computation with XAAFs.
38
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Figure 4.1: Charge pump activity

4.1

Definition and computation

With XAAFs uncertain results of relational operators are represented by
symbols Ê. As in Affine Arithmetic, where symbol Á captures unknown values
lying in the range of [≠1, 1], Ê represents unknown values from set {≠1, 1}.
The value Ê = ≠1 assigns false result of a relational operator, while Ê = 1
assigns true. An XAA form x̂ is defined as follows:
x̂ = x0 +
|

= x̃0 +

m
X
i=1
{z

x̃0
n
X

xi Ái +
}

Êk x̃k .

n
X
k=1

Êk (x0k +
|

m
X
i=1
{z
x̃k

xik Ái )
}

k=1

where n represents the number of discrete modes covered by Êk symbols and
m the number of continuous uncertainties modeled with Ái symbols. In the
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rest of the thesis Êk symbols will be called mode symbols. x̃0 represents the
central range/polytope of the set around which mode symbols Êk œ {≠1, 1}
merges ranges/polytopes each represented by AAF. The range x̃k represents
the distance of each range/polytope from the central range x̃0 ; x0k represents
the center of the range x̃k and xik the variations from the center of the range
introduced by continuous uncertainties.
Computation with XAAFs is performed through overloaded arithmetic
operators.
Definition 4.1. If c œ R is a real constant and x̂, ŷ are two XAAFs then
x̂ ± ŷ = x0 ± y0 +
+

n
X
k=1

cx̂ = c(x0 +

m
X
i=1

(xi ± yi )Ái

Êk (x0k ± y0k +

m
X

xi Ái ) +

i=1

n
X

m
X
i=1

(xik ± yik )Ái ).

Êk c(x0k +

m
X

xik Ái )

(4.1)

i=1

k=1

These operations are linear resulting again in XAAF s. As in Affine Arithmetic, non-affine operations require approximations. Analogous to Hansen’s
form, where non-affine terms are replaced with intervals, nonlinear terms in
extended affine forms are modeled as sets. For instance, the multiplication
operation is defined as follows.
Definition 4.2. If x̂, ŷ are two XAAFs, then:
x̂ ú ŷ = (x̃0 +

n
X
k=1

= x̃0 ú ỹ0 +

x̃k Êk ) ú (ỹ0 +
n
X
k=1

n
X

ỹk Êk )

k=1

(x̃0 ú ỹk + x̃k ú ỹ0 )Êk +

n
X
k=1

{}k

where {}k k œ {1, ..., n} are computed as following:
⇢
{-x̃k ỹj , x̃k ỹj } k ”= j
{}k =
x̃k ỹj
k = j, (Êk Êj = 1)
However, only possible combinations of mode symbols are used for computation of approximation errors. Possible combinations are determined with
LP (Linear Programming) solver used to eliminate over approximations, as
explained in the following.
Relational operators are overloaded to support comparison of ranges
which can result in true, false but also both {true, false}. For example,
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the operator < is evaluated such that:
8
: ub(x̂) < lb(ŷ)
< true
f alse
: lb(x̂) Ø ub(ŷ)
x̂ < ŷ =
:
{f alse, true} : otherwise

ub(x̂) and lb(ŷ) are total upper and lower bounds of x̂ and ŷ, respectively.
Using XAAF, true is represented with 1, false with 0, and unknown resp.
{false, true} with:
0.5 + Ê0.5; Ê œ {≠1, 1} .
The current implementation in this thesis is limited to the comparison
with thresholds that are single values ( lb(ŷ)) == ub(ŷ))). In the rest of the
work, the thresholds will be denoted with y.
The expression x̂ < y is true only in the case that the whole set of values
covered by x̂ lies below the threshold given by y; ’x œ x̂, x < y.
Table 4.1 lists the overloaded relational operators. The only operators,
Table 4.1: Evaluation of relational operators

Relational operator
x̂ < y
x̂ Æ y
x̂ > y
x̂ Ø y
x̂ == y
x̂ != y

Result
if (ub(x̂) < y) true
else if (lb(x̂) Ø y) false else 0.5 + Ê0.5
if (ub(x̂) Æ y) true
else if (lb(x̂) > y) false else 0.5 + Ê0.5
if (lb(x̂) > y) true
else if (ub(x̂) Æ y) false else 0.5 + Ê0.5
if (lb(x̂) Ø y) true
else if (ub(x̂) < y) false else 0.5 + Ê0.5
if (lb(x̂) == y and ub(x̂) == y) true
else false
negation of == operator !(x̂ == y)

that do not return XAAF, are operators == and !=. The operator ==
returns true only if x̂ is equal to y, otherwise false. Since y is a single value,
both bounds of x̂ should be equal to y. The operator != is implemented as
a simple negation of ==.
It is important here to mention that in the case that the condition results
in 0.5 + Ê0.5, the set of values for which x̂ lies below/above threshold are
saved. They are saved in the form of constraints which are used for the
next comparisons. In this way, lower and upper bounds of x̂ are significantly
improved.
Otherwise, the computed bounds would be over approximated and would
lead to execution of cases, which can never happen in reality. The bound
computation is defined as an LP problem subject to saved constraints and
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solved using an LP solver. For this purpose, the open source package GLPK
(GNU Linear Programming Kit-glpk-4.45 [102]) is used.

4.2

Modeling uncertainties with Extended Affine
Arithmetic

Section 3.5 gives a brief classification of uncertainties which can be modeled
with Affine Arithmetic (AA). AA form models uncertainties in the continuous domain. However, propagation of continuous uncertainties through
digital and software system parts can also cause uncertainties in the discontinuous domain. The following model covers both kinds of uncertainties
with one single form:
X
X
x̂ = x0 +
xi Ái +
x̃k Êk
iœranges

kœmodes

• Á symbols are used to model uncertainties in the continuous domain
• Ê symbols are used to model uncertainties in the discontinuous domain, e.g., non-determinism in choice between operating modes.
The probabilistic uncertainties mentioned in Section 3.5 are out of scope of
this work.

4.3

Implementation of XAAF approach

The XAAF approach is implemented as an independent C++ library that
provides the abstract type XAAF. Standard C++ arithmetic and relational
operations are overloaded to allow computation with XAAFs. The implementation of arithmetic operators follow Definition 4.1. and 4.2. given in
Section 4.1. Relational operations <, Æ, >, Ø, ==, != are overloaded according to Table 4.1.
The implementation of these operators consists of calling a private method,
compare. The compare method is called with the following input parameters:
x.compare(y, out_values)
where x is the left operand, y the right operand of the corresponding relational operator (e.g., x < y). The argument out_values specifies the vector
of values that are returned by the operator. The possible return values for
all relational operators are false and true. Thus, the specified out_values
are 0 and 1. Which value is first specified depends on the relational operator.
The compare method compares x with the threshold y. If x values lie
below the threshold y the compare method returns the first specified value
from out_values. If x values are higher or equal than the threshold y the
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compare method returns the second specified output value. However, if x
values cross the threshold y it returns both output values (0 and 1).
For example, the < operator is implemented calling the compare method
with the following arguments:
x.compare(y, {1, 0}).
The corresponding relational operator (in this case <) returns the result of
the compare method. The value 1 is returned only in the case x values are
smaller than y, (x < y). The value 0 is returned in the case x Ø y, otherwise
{0, 1}. Table 4.2 summarizes the implementation of all relational operators.
Table 4.2: Implementation of relational operators

Relational operator
x<y
xÆy
x>y
xØy
x == y
x != y

Implementation
return x.compare(y, {1, 0})
return x.compare(y + 1e ≠ 40, {1, 0})
return x.compare(y + 1e ≠ 40, {0, 1})
return x.compare(y, {0, 1})
if (lb(x) == y and ub(x) == y) true else false
return !(x == y)

As shown in Table 4.2, the operators Æ and > call the compare method
with slight higher values than the threshold y. The operator Æ should return
1 (the first specified output value) if x Æ y. However, as previously described,
the compare method returns the first output value only in the case x < y.
To include y value in this case the compare method is called with slightly
higher value than y (y + 1e ≠ 40). A similar situation holds for >. In this
case the compare method returns the second specified value (1) if it holds
that x Ø y. To exclude the value y, the threshold value is slightly higher
than y (y + 1e ≠ 40). The implementation of the compare method is shown
by Algorithm 4.1.
In the first step, the compare method checks the length of the XAAF
x. The length of x is equal to the number of mode symbols. If the length
is zero, the value x is a contiguous range given by Eq. 3.1. To compare
the value x with the specified threshold, the lower and upper bounds are
computed. This is done by setting Á symbols in Eq. 3.1 to ≠1 and 1. If the
threshold value does not intersect the range x there is no need for merge; only
one value should be returned (lines 6-9). However, if the range of x contains
the threshold, the merge operation is called (lines 10-12). The set of satisfied
conditions are saved and used for comparisons in the next steps. The satisfied
conditions are used to overcome over approximation and compute the exact
bounds for next comparisons.
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Algorithm 4.1: Implementation of compare method
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:

Input: XAAF value x, threshold th, corresponding output values y =
{0, 1} ({false, true})
Output: false(0), true(1) or both
if length(x)==0 then
Compute lower and upper bounds of x lb(x) and ub(x)
Compare x with the threshold th
if (ub(x) < th) then
Return the first specified value in y
else if (lb(x) Ø th) then
Return the second specified value in y
else
Save satisfied conditions S (x < th and x Ø th)
Call merge
end if
else
Split x into xi based on previous satisfied conditions
for each xi of x do
repeat
Compute min {max} (xi )
subject to previous satisfied conditions S
end for
Find total minimum and maximum of x lb(x) and ub(x)
if (lb(x) Ø th) then
Return the first specified value in y
else if ub(x) < th) then
Return the second specified value in y
else
for each xi of x do
Compare min {max} (xi ) with the threshold th
if (th > min(xi ) and th < max(xi )) then
Update the set S with xi < th and xi Ø th
end if
Save comparison result (required for merge operation)
end for
Call merge
end if
end if

merge:
39: return result 0.5 + Êk 0.5 with S and corresponding Êk
38:
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Hence, if the value x contains mode symbols, the bounds are computed
subject to satisfied conditions (line 15-19). The bound computation is formulated as an optimization problem. The problem is solved subject to the set
of conditions satisfied in the previous computation step. For this purpose,
the open source package GLPK (GNU Linear Programming Kit-glpk-4.45
[102]) is used.
To check if the whole range lies below/above th, the total minimum and
maximum are found. If the total minimum is higher than th or total maximum is below th, the threshold does not intersect x and the corresponding
output is returned (lines 21-24). If this is not the case, each of the computed bounds are compared with the specified threshold th (lines 26-34). If
xi crosses th both satisfied conditions are saved (xi < th and xi Ø th) (lines
29-30). In the last step the merge is called (line 34).
The merge operation merges both possible output values using a mode
symbol Ê. The index of Ê depends on the comparison results performed in
each mode. Three cases are possible:
1. Condition values for each mode are same as in the previous time step;
there are no further splittings and the number of non-contiguous regions stays the same. In this case the constraints for the next computations also stay the same, and the same Êk symbol is used to represent
the set {false, true}.
2. Condition values for each mode are inversion of the condition values in
the previous time step; there are no further splittings and the number
of non-contiguous regions stays the same. The set of constraints also
stays the same and the same Êk symbol but with negative sign (≠Êk )
is used.
3. Condition values result again in {false, true} and a new mode symbol must be used to cover further splittings. The set of constraints is
updated.

4.4

Code Modification with XAAF

In the semantic of standard programming languages a conditional statement has two branches: one for true (if . . . ), and for f alse (else . . . ). However, in symbolic simulation with XAAF we have to consider a third case:
X = {false, true}. Then, both possible branches of a control flow must be
handled. In the following we give two simple re-writing rules to solve this
problem.
Rule 1 Conditions in control flow statements are Boolean type (true,
false). Expressions under conditions will execute for true condition values.
However, comparison of ranges represented with XAAFs can also result in
X (unknown). To cover the last case, the condition value must explicitly be
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compared with false:
cond æ cond! = false.
Rule 2 If we have applied Rule 1, the true branch must cover the case
where the condition is X and true. If the condition is X the expression
must have both values, one for cond = true and cond = false. This can be
obtained by modifying the expression with Shannon’s expansion:
lvalue = expr æ lvalue = cond ú expr+!cond ú lvalue
where the first part computes the expression value for cond = true and the
second for cond = false.
In the XAAF library the set of condition values X ={false, true} is
represented with XAAF:
0.5 + Ê0.5; Ê œ {≠1, 1}
where Ê = ≠1 represents false, and Ê = 1 represents the true condition
value. Due to the symmetric property of XAAF, negation of the condition
value 0.5 + Ê0.5 only changes the sign of the value which is multiplied with
Ê. Thus, the following holds:
!(0.5 + Ê0.5) = 0.5 ≠ Ê0.5; Ê œ {≠1, 1} .
This explains why in this work Ê is chosen to be {≠1, 1} instead of {0, 1}.
Hence, using XAAF library lvalue gets the value:
lvalue = (0.5 + Ê ú 0.5) ú expr + (0.5 ≠ Ê ú 0.5) ú lvalue
In this way for false condition value (Ê = ≠1) the expression keeps its
value while for true (Ê = 1) its value is updated to expr.
In the following we show how these rules are used to modify conditional
and iteration statements written in C/C++.

4.4.1

Conditional statements

Figure 4.2-4.4 show how if, if-else and if-else if are modified to handle
ranges as conditional variables.
if (cond)
lvalue=expr;

if (cond!=false)
lvalue=cond*expr+!cond*lvalue;

Figure 4.2: IF conditional statement

if (cond)
{
lvalue=expr1;
}
else
{
lvalue=expr2;
}

if (cond!=false)
{
lvalue=cond*expr1+!cond*expr2;
}
else
{
lvalue=expr2;
}

if (cond)
lvalue=expr;
if
(cond)
lvalue=expr;

if (cond!=false)
lvalue=cond*expr+!cond*lvalue;
if
(cond!=false)
lvalue=cond*expr+!cond*lvalue;
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if (cond!=false)
lvalue=cond*expr1+!cond*expr2;
if (cond!=false)
else
lvalue=cond*expr1+!cond*expr2;
lvalue=expr2;
else
lvalue=expr2;

Figure 4.3: IF-ELSE conditional statement

if (cond1!=false)
if (cond1)
lvalue=cond1*expr1+!cond1*lvalue;
lvalue=expr1;
if (cond1!=false)
if (cond1)
else
if (cond2) if (cond2!=false)
{lvalue=cond2*expr2+!cond2*lvalue;
{lvalue=expr2;
lvalue=cond1*expr1+!cond1*lvalue;
lvalue=expr1;
}
}
4.4: IF-ELSE
conditional statement
else if IF
(cond2!=false)
elseFigure
if (cond2)
{
{
lvalue=cond2*expr2+!cond2*lvalue;
lvalue=expr2;
}
}

Figure 4.2 shows the conditional statement with only one if branch.
Since if branch should be executed only if the condition cond is true, we
simply need to apply Rule 1 checking if the condition is not equal to false.
Following Rule 2 the expression should be modified as:
lvalue = cond ú expr+!cond ú lvalue.
For this example the expression value gets the new value only if the condition
is true; for false value of the condition the expression value must stay the
same (there is no else branch). Hence, negation of the condition !cond is
multiplied with the old expression value (before if statement).
Note that for the true condition value the if condition is the same as
on the left side (!cond ú lvalue = 0).
The similar modification can be done for if-else statement shown in
Figure 4.3. The only difference is that the expression value is also updated
for false condition value. To check if the condition results in X ={false,
true}, we apply Rule 1 and compare if cond is different than false. According to Rule 2 the expression is computed according to:
lvalue = cond ú expr1+!cond ú expr2.
As already explained, the first part of the expression executes the if branch
of the statement, and the second part the else branch of the statement.
Since else branch will execute only if cond is false, the rest of the conditional statement stays the same (no rules are required).
Figure 4.4 demonstrates the modification of a conditional statement,
which contains more branches. As in the first if condition each branch
should be executed only if the corresponding condition is true. Therefore,
here we also check if the conditions are not equal to false applying Rule
1. E.g., in the first branch, the expression should update its value only if
cond1 results in true. The expression is then computed in the same way as
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in Figure 4.2 with the corresponding condition:
lvalue = cond1 ú expr1+!cond1 ú lvalue.
The same holds also for the second branch. Here also, if the conditions
result in true the conditional statement is the same as on the left side.

4.4.2

Iteration statements

There are various variants of iterations; we will only discuss here a while
statement; other iteration types (do while, repeat until) can be implemented in a similar way.
Figure 4.5 demonstrates the use of XAAF data type in iterations such
as while loops. Applying Rule 1 it is checked if cond is not false. Similar
while (cond)
lvalue=expr;

while (cond!=false)
lvalue=cond*expr+!cond*lvalue;

Figure 4.5: WHILE loop

to if statements, the expression value is also computed using Shannon’s
do-while loop:
Expansion Formula:
bool data type:

XAAF data type:

lvalue = cond ú expr+!cond ú lvalue

do

do
The modified{ while loop also
covers the case for which cond is true. In
{
action1;
action1=!cond*action1;
this case while
loop
is
the
same
as on the left side.
}
while (cond);

4.5

}
while (cond!=true)

action2;
action2;
Scalability
of symbolic
simulation with XAAF

In Extended Affine Arithmetic there are two kinds of symbols:
• Á symbols. These symbols are introduced to model system uncertainties
as contiguous ranges. They can be static or dynamic. The values of
static symbols do not change over time. Dynamic symbols change their
values and hence every simulation time step a new symbol is added.
Dynamic uncertainties are usually used to model non-deterministic
nature of noise for which probabilities are more realistic models than
ranges. Probabilistic uncertainties are out of scope of this work.
• Ê symbols. Comparison of uncertain values can include both comparison values {false, true} within the same range. These symbols are
used to cover both cases in one execution.
Space complexity. Let u be the maximum number of uncertainties
added in the elaboration phase. The number of simulation time steps will
be assigned with n. One more factor that determines the XAAF complexity
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is the number of mode symbols. They identify the possible set of discrete
modes in which a system may operate. They are introduced by comparisons
of uncertainties with thresholds in discrete parts of a system. The maximum
number of comparisons is assumed to be k. Let c be the maximum number
of operations performed on extended affine forms. The maximum memory
and time complexity occurs in the case a new mode symbol is added each
time step: The memory complexity is determined with:
c ú (us + 2 +

k
ú n}
| {z

added Ê symbols

) ™ O(n)

where 2 is the memory occupied for the lower and upper bound of approximation error. Since all other parameters are constant the memory space
grows linear with the number of simulation time steps n.
Run time complexity. The run time complexity grows in the worst
case exponentially with n:
c ú (us + 2) ú k

n
X

2i =

i=1

= c ú (us + 2) ú k ú 2 ú (2n ≠ 1) ™ O(2n )

However, in reality the above computed worst case complexity is too
pessimistic. Dynamics in system behavior introduce certain correlations of
transitions between different discrete modes. The integrated LP solver, that
computes the exact bounds of non-contiguous regions, identifies these modes.
The correlations, that can reduce the number of mode symbols significantly,
are taken into account. Hence, the number of mode symbols is usually lower
than the number of simulated time steps n. This will be shown applying the
methodology on the case studies described in Chapter 6.

4.6

Illustration examples

The first example shows the execution of a control flow statement with
XAAF. The second example demonstrates the application of XAAF to a
simple hybrid system such as a water-level control system.

4.6.1

Example 1 - Control flow example

Figure 4.6 shows a small control-flow with two if conditional statements.
The right side of the figure shows the instrumentation of C program for the
case that x is a range. The instrumentation is done according to the rules
explained in Section 4.4. The execution of the control flow statement using
XAAF library is explained in the following.
1. Step - Execution of the first if condition. The first condition
compares a condition variable x with one. Comparing x = 1 + Á1 = [0, 2]
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double x=1;
// x is a single number

XAAF x=1+AAInterval(-1., 1.);
// x is a range [0, 2]

if (x>1)
x=x-4;
else
x=x+4;

if ((x>1)!=false)
x=(x>1)*(x-4)+!(x>1)*(x+4);
else
x=x+4;

x=x*2;

x=x*2;

if (x>2)
x=x+1;

if ((x>2)!=false)
x=(x>2)*(x+1)+!(x>2)*x;

Figure 4.6: Control flow example

with one, the condition x > 1 for one set of Á1 values results in true and
the other in false. Hence, the operator > returns the XAAF, which covers
both values {false, true}:
0.5 + Ê1 0.5; Ê1 œ {≠1, 1} .
As explained in Section 4.3 the operator > in this case additionally saves
the Á1 values for which the condition was true/false. They are saved in the
form of constraints. Two constraints are saved. For the true condition value
(Ê1 = 1), the operator > saves the constraint 1 + Á1 > 1. For the false
condition value (Ê1 = ≠1), the operator saves the constraint 1 + Á1 Æ 1.
These constraints are used for improving the bounds of the new value of x,
required for the next executions of relational operators. This will be shown
in the following. The new value x results in:
x = (0.5 + Ê1 ú 0.5) ú (x ≠ 4) + (0.5 ≠ Ê1 ú 0.5) ú (x + 4)
= (1 + Á1 ) ≠ Ê1 ú 4; Ê1 œ {≠1, 1}

(4.2)

where for Ê1 = ≠1 its value is 5 + Á1 and Ê1 = 1 the value of x is ≠3 + Á1 .
2. Step - Multiplication with a scalar coefficient. In the next instruction the new value of x is multiplied with a scalar coefficient 2. Applying
Eq. 4.1 to Eq. 4.2 with c = 2 we get:
x = 2 ú x = 2 ú (1 + Á1 ≠ Ê1 ú 4) = 2 + 2Á1 ≠ Ê1 ú 8.
3. Step - Execution of the second if condition. In the next if statement, x is compared with 2. Now, since x contains Ê1 symbol, the operator
> finds the bounds of x computing the bounds of AAFs for each value of
the previous condition. The AAF values are extracted by setting Ê1 to -1
and 1. In the following, x1 will assign the AAF value for Ê1 = ≠1 and x2
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the AAF value for Ê1 = 1:
x1 = 2 + 2Á1 ≠ Ê1 ú 8|Ê1 =≠1 = 10 + 2Á1
x2 = 2 + 2Á1 ≠ Ê1 ú 8|Ê1 =1 = ≠6 + 2Á1

The lower and upper bounds of x1 can be easily computed setting Á1 to ≠1
and 1. However, this would lead to over approximation of the upper bound
since for Á1 = 1 does not satisfy the constraint 1 + Á1 Æ 1; it does not belong
to the set of Á1 values for which the previous condition is false. To reduce
over approximation and compute exact bounds, the bound computation is
formulated as an LP (linear programming) problem and solved as such. The
LP problem is defined as:
min(max)x1 = min(max)(10 + 2Á1 )
subject to the previously saved constraint ( false condition) and bounds of
the variable Á1 :
1 + Á1 Æ 1 and ≠ 1 Æ Á1 Æ 1.

LP routine returns the lower bound value 8 computed for Á1 = ≠1. The
upper bound is however computed for Á1 = 0 and not Á1 = 1. The computed
value is 10. Comparing the computed bounds with 2 the condition for AAF
x1 is true. Note that for Á1 values for which the previous condition was
false (1 + Á1 Æ 1) the new condition is true.
The lower and upper bounds of x2 are computed in a similar way. The
difference is that the bounds are found subject to true condition (1+Á1 > 1):
min(max)x2 = min(max)(≠6 + 2Á1 )
The lower and upper bounds are found to be ≠6 and ≠4. Comparing these
bounds with 2 the condition for x2 is false. Here, it can also be noted that
the new condition is false for Á1 values for which the previous condition
was true (1 + Á1 > 1).
The operator > takes this fact into account and returns:
0.5 ≠ Ê1 ú 0.5,

which is actually the negation of the previous condition. Now for Ê1 = ≠1 the
condition is true (x1 > 2) and for Ê1 = 1 the condition is false (x2 < 2),
as it should be.
The new value of x becomes:
x = (0.5 ≠ Ê1 ú 0.5) ú (x + 1) + (0.5 + Ê1 ú 0.5) ú x
= 2.5 + 2Á1 ≠ Ê1 ú 8.5.

Here, the operator > did not update the set of constraints with new
constraints since the bounds of each computed AAFs did not cross the value
2; the set of Á1 values for each condition value stayed the same.

previous condition:

next condition:
{-1:false, 1:true}= -

= {-1:false, 1:true}
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of merge cases

In general, considering the correlation between results of previous and
current conditions, relational operations distinguish the following cases:
1. The current condition is false/true for the set of uncertain values for
which the previous condition was false/true; the relational operators
use the same mode symbol
2. The current condition is true/false for the set of uncertain values for
which the previous condition was false/true; the relational operators
use the same mode symbol with a negative sign (shown by example).
3. The current condition results in {false, true} for the set of uncertain
values for which the previous condition was false/true; the relational
operators adds a new mode symbol
Figure 4.7 illustrates all three cases.

4.6.2

Example 2 - Water level control system

As the second example a simple water level control system is chosen. It is
shown in Figure 4.8. The state machine in the figure defines the principle
of the control algorithm. For safety reasons, the water level W shall remain
between the lower and upper limits (ll Æ W Æ ul). A (simple) control
algorithm is as follows:
When the water level W exceeds ul, the monitor turns off the pump
(U1 ). The water in the tank drains at the rate of outrate. When the water
level W is below ll, the monitor turns on pump U1 . The tank is filled at the
rate of inrate. The continuous dynamic of the water tank can be described
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by the following linear differential equation:
Ẇ = inrate ≠ outrate.

(4.-2)

The functionality of the water level control system seems to be simple, but

Figure 4.8: Functional model of a water level control system.

different kinds of uncertainties in the implementation require validation.
First, the software is executed in a discrete-time way. Second, the accuracy
of the sensors and rates may be uncertain. For a simple illustration let us
assume inrate = 1 ± 10%, outrate = 2 ± 10%, and thresholds ll = 5, ul = 10.
For modeling and simulation SystemC AMS is used. A block diagram of
a system modeled in SystemC AMS is shown in Figure 4.9. It is composed

Uncertainty ±10%
in rate
U1
Controller
(software, C++)

inrate
Pump_1

U2
Pump_2

+
outrate

Plant
(Water tank)

W

+

Figure 4.9: Block diagram of a water level control system.

of the following parts:
•
•
•
•

a controller which controls the water level in the tank
two pumps U1 and U2 which are turned on/off by the controller
a plant model which represents the water tank
an uncertainty which models inaccuracy in inrate and outrate

The controller controls the water level W in the tank comparing its
value with the thresholds, ll and ul. A controller is implemented as a simple
SystemC module with thread function called software.
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The thread function implements the controlling process. The time for
the control function to turn on/off the pumps is notified by the delay event
e_delay. The source code of the software function is given by Figure 4.10.
For symbolic simulation, XAAF Abstract Data Type (ADT) is used as data
controller(sc_module_name n, double delay)
{
SC_METHOD(software);
sensitive << W;
SC_METHOD(delay_output);
sensitive << e_delay;
}
void software()
{
if (W>ul)
{
u1=0;
u2=1;
}
if (W<ll)
{
u1=1;
u2=0;
}

if ((W>ul)!=false)
{
u1=(W>ul)*0+!(W>ul)*u1;
u2=(W>ul)*1+!(W>ul)*u2;
}
if ((W<ll)!=false)
{
u1=(W<ll)*1+!(W<ll)*u1;
u2=(W<ll)*0+!(W<ll)*u2;
}

e_delay.notify(delay);
}
void delay_output()
{
U1.write(u1);
U2.write(u2);
}

Figure 4.10: Source code of the control function

type for W, inrate, outrate and intermediate results. The computed water
level W is not a single value but a set of values. Therefore, the conditions
in the if branches can result in true, false but as way as {false, true}.
Thus, the if statements are modified applying Rule 1 and 2. For false
condition, the control signals U 1 and U 2 keep their values. For the true
condition value, they change their values to U 1 = 0/U 2 = 1 in the first if
statement and U 1 = 1/U 2 = 0 in the second if statement. Applying Rule
2, U1 and U2 are modified to cover the case for which conditions may result
in {false, true}.
U1 = (W > ul) ú 0+!(W > ul) ú U 1
U 2 = (W > ul) ú 1+!(W > ul) ú U 2
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The same holds for the second if statement with the difference that for
true conditions U1 is 1 and U2 is 0.
U1 = (W < ll) ú 1+!(W < ll) ú U 1
U 2 = (W < ll) ú 0+!(W < ll) ú U 2.

The pump models are implemented as SystemC modules with processing
function sensitive to the control signals U1 /U2 . The source codes of pump
models are given in Figure 4.11. For symbolic simulation, the codes are
pump_u1(sc_module_name n, double rate)
{
SC_METHOD(processing);
sensitive << U1;
}
void processing()
{
if (U1==1)
inrate=rate;
else
inrate=0;
}

if (U1!=0)
inrate=U1*rate+!U1*0;
else
inrate=0;

pump_u2(sc_module_name n, double rate)
{
SC_METHOD(processing);
sensitive << U2;
}
void processing()
{
if (U2==1)
outrate=rate;
else
outrate=0;
}

if (U2!=0)
outrate=U2*rate+!U2*0;
else
outrate=0;

Figure 4.11: Source codes of the pumps

modified by applying Rules 1 and 2.
The plant in the model presents the tank whose behavior can be described with Eq. 4.6.2. Here, we implement it using SystemC AMS TDF
(Timed Data Flow) model of computation. The processing() function in
TDF computes the water level in discrete time steps.
W (n ú Ts ) = W ((n ≠ 1) ú Ts ) + (inrate ≠ outrate) ú Ts
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// defines old and new values of water level
XAAF old_W, new_W;
void processing()
{
new_W=old_W+(inrate-outrate)*get_timestep().to_seconds();
old_W=new_W;
W.write(new_W); // W gets the current value
}

Figure 4.12: Source code of the tank

Figure 4.13: Possible water levels in the tank.

where Ts is a sampling period. The source code is given in Figure 4.12.
The symbol old_W is assigned to the water level at the previous time
step, (n ≠ 1) ú Ts , and new_W , the new value at current time n ú Ts . For
example, the following uncertainties are assumed:
1. Physical quantities, e.g., rates inrate and outrate, are measured/manufactured inaccurately due to an arbitrary reason.
2. The control function needs time on a processor e.g., T =2 ms for situations like delay in scheduling of processes.
The maximum inaccuracy of rates is assumed to be 10%. Using XAAF
library this is modeled as:
inrate = inrate ú (1 + AAInterval(≠0.1, 0.1))

outrate = outrate ú (1 + AAInterval(≠0.1, 0.1))

which is equivalent to inrate ú (1 + Á1 ú 0.1) and outrate ú (1 + Á2 ú 0.1),
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respectively.
Figure 4.13 plots min/max values for each simulated time step in the
worst case. The number of discrete time steps for water level computations
is 800, each of 0.1 s. The number of mode symbols required to cover all
possible transitions between "ON" and "OFF" states was 10. The total run
time for symbolic simulation was 1.14 s.

Chapter 5

Extended Affine Arithmetic
Assertions (XAA + A)
5.1

Description

Beside parameter uncertainties, affine forms can also be used to model allowed/forbidden areas of system properties. For this purpose XAA+A assertions are implemented. In XAA+A assertions the affine forms are combined
with the set of temporal and frequency operators. This way system properties are fully described in the time, but also in the frequency domain. The
syntax of XAA+A assertions is composed of three sets of operators:
1. Analog operators. This set contains arithmetic and comparison operators to compute and evaluate affine analog signals
2. Boolean operators. These operators perform standard Boolean operations and are used to combine more assertions into one.
3. Temporal operators. These operators are used to evaluate properties
during simulation.
Table 5.1 lists available operators used to express properties in the form of
XAA assertions. The language of XAA+A is defined through the following
definitions. In these definitions AS assigns affine signals whose values are
XAAF data type and AA assigns the set of affine forms given by Eq. 3.1.
Definition 5.1. The set of atomic propositions for describing properties in
the time domain T BF (Time Boolean Function) is the set satisfying:
c œ AS · d œ AA ∆ c • d œ T BF

(„ œ AS, time œ AA, Ë œ AA) ∆ IN {[time]} („, Ë) œ T BF
—, “ œ T BF ∆ — £ “ œ T BF · (!—) œ T BF

The second definition defines the smallest set of atomic propositions used
58
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Table 5.1: XAA+A operators

XAA+A operators
arithmetic operators
relational operators
logic operators
affine analog operator
affine analog freq.
operators
temporal operators
affine analog time
clock time intervals

symbols
° œ {+, ≠, ú, /}
• œ {<, >, Æ, Ø, ==, !=}
£ œ {&&, Î, ∆, !}
IN
min, max
FIN, GFIN
⇤ œ {G, F }
time = t0 + Á t; t0 , t œ R
[t1 , t2 ]

to describe properties in the frequency domain, F BF (Frequency Boolean
Function).
Definition 5.2. The set of frequency formulas F BF is the set satisfying:
– œ AS ∆ F F T (–) œ F F

– œ AS ∆ phase(F F T (–)) œ F F

— œ F F, “ œ AA ∆ F IN (f1 , f2 , —, “) œ F BF · GF IN (f1 , f2 , —, “) œ F BF
— œ F F, “ œ AA ∆ IN (min {max} {[f1 , f2 ]} (—, “)) œ F BF
— œ F F ∆, “ œ AA ∆ min {max} {[f1 , f2 ]} (—) • “ œ F BF
·, ‚ œ F BF ∆ · £ ‚ œ F BF ·!(· ) œ F BF

where f1 œ R is a lower bound and f2 œ R is an upper bound of the
frequency range within which a property in the frequency domain is verified.
A value of f1 is always less than a value of f2 , f1 < f2 .
Definition 5.3. The set of XAA+A is the set satisfying:
T BF ﬁ F BF µ XAA + A

–, — œ XAA + A ∆ (– £ — œ XAA + A)·!(–) œ XAA + A
– œ XAA + A ∆ ⇤(–) œ XAA + A · ⇤[t1 , t2 ](–)

The brief meaning of each of the XAA+A operators is given in the
following.
Arithmetic operators stand for standard mathematical operations,
and no further explanation is needed.
Relational operators. These operators are used to compare signal values with specified thresholds d. These operators can compare analog, and
digital signals with d. If analog signals are ranges, the meaning of relational
operators is as follows:
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• c < d - is satisfied if the upper bound of the range c is lower than the
threshold d
• c > d - is satisfied if the lower bound of the range c is higher than the
threshold d
• c Æ d - is satisfied if the upper bound of the range c is lower than or
equal to the threshold d
• c Ø d - is satisfied if the lower bound of the range c is higher than or
equal to the threshold d
Logic operators stand for logic and ·, or ‚ and implies ∆, respectively.
The unary operator ! stands for negation. The purpose of these operators is
to combine multiple assertions into one.
Affine analog frequency operators. The set of affine analog frequency operators contains the following operators:
min [f1 f2 ] (arg)
max [f1 f2 ] (arg)
F IN (f1 , f2 , arg, spec)
GF IN (f1 , f2 , arg, spec)
where the input parameter arg is F F T ÈN Í (–) or phase(F F T ÈN Í (–)).
F F T ÈN Í (–) computes Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the affine signal
–. N is the number of points for which FFT is computed. If arg is F F T (–),
the operators min(max) find minimum (maximum) amplitude over the frequency interval [f1 , f2 ]. If arg is phase(F F T (–)) the operators find minimum
(maximum) phase over the interval [f1 , f2 ]. The specified frequencies f1 and
f2 are real numbers where f1 < f2 . If they are omitted, default values for f1
and f2 are 0 Hz and half of the signal sampling frequency fs , respectively.
As the first parameter the operators F IN and GF IN accept either
F F T ÈN Í (s) or phase(F F T ÈN Í (s)). The F IN operator checks if for a signal s there is a frequency f , (f1 Æ ÷f Æ f2 ) at which the signal amplitude/phase lies in the specification area specified by spec. If this frequency
is found, the result of F IN operator is true, otherwise false. The GF IN
operator checks if for all frequencies f , f1 Æ ’f Æ f2 , of a signal s, the amplitude/phase lies in spec. If at least for one frequency a signal amplitude/phase
is out of the specification area, the operator GF IN returns false, otherwise
true.
Affine analog operator: IN {[time]} (arg, spec). The time parameter
is the optional parameter. In the case it is specified, IN accepts only the
affine signal as the argument arg and it is evaluated within the time interval
time.
If the time parameter is not specified, the IN operator additionally accepts min and max frequency operators as the first argument. The operator
IN returns true Boolean value at the time point, at which the first argument
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Figure 5.1: Step response of a control system

lies in the specification ModelWChecking&Analog/Digitaler&Systeme&
area spec.
Temporal operators: G and F. These operators are used to verify
system properties during simulation. The operator G and F assign that a
property must hold always or eventually during simulation, respectively. If
the clock time interval is specified, the property is checked every t1 clock
cycle in the time interval [t1 , t2 ].

5.2

Specification of properties with XAA+As

The following part of the chapter lists some typical system properties and
shows how they can be specified using XAA+As.
1. Step response This property is crucial in the verification of system
stability and gives the answer to the question: "Is a system able to produce a
bounded output for a bounded input?" Step response is defined as a system
response to an ideal step applied to its input. The parameters of the step
response are usually overshoot, settling time, and error band around the
final value. A step response with its typical parameters is shown in Figure
5.1. Overshoot occurs when a system output exceeds the final value. It is
usually specified in percentages and is calculated as:
xmax ≠ xf inal
overshoot =
xf inal
where xmax and xf inal are shown in Figure 5.1. Settling time is defined as
the maximum time necessary for the output signal to settle within the error
band. This time is calculated from the time at which an ideal input step
is applied. Using the operators of XAA+A language the parameters of the
step response can be checked with the following assertion:
F (IN [ t2s

+

G(x̂(t) Æ xmax ) &&

Á1 t2s ](x̂(t), xf inal

+ Á2 tol) ∆ G(IN (x̂(t), xf inal + Á2 tol))))

18&
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where:
• x̂(t) is an affine signal shown in Figure 5.1.
• xmax is the maximum x̂ value allowed by the overshoot.
• G(x̂(t) Æ xmax ) checks if the value of x̂(t) is always below the maximum value.
• t2s + Á1 t2s specifies the time interval 0 Æ t Æ ts within which a system
output should enter the error band around the final state value.
• xf inal + Á2 tol is the error band which defines the allowed ringing of the
signal x̂ around the final value xf inal .
• IN operator checks if the affine signal x̂(t) within the time interval
t œ [0, ts ] = t2s +Á1 t2s settles to a value lying in the interval xf inal +Á2 tol.
• the implication operator ∆ assigns that as once the signal x̂(t) enters
the error band it should stay their till the end of simulation (assigned
by G operator).
• F operator checks if the property in the bracket will hold eventually
during simulation.
• && is and operator used to combine overshoot and settling time properties into one property. It is satisfied only if both properties are true.
2. Operational range. This property defines the output range that
does not cause a circuit (e.g., amplifier, integrator, etc.) to saturate. To describe this property with XAA+A, the allowed operational range is specified
as an affine term:
spec(swing) = SW + Á—

Á œ [≠1, 1]

where SW represents the center of the range and — the maximum absolute
distance from the center value. A circuit will not saturate if an output voltage
stays within this area. XAA assertion, which describes this property, is as
follows:
G(IN (vol_out, spec(swing))).
The temporal operator G checks if the property (IN (vol_out, spec(swing)))
holds always during simulation run.
Beside time behavior, XAA+A assertions are also able to describe system
properties in the frequency domain. Typical examples for these kinds of
properties are:
1. Stability in a control theory expressed in the form of phase and amplitude margin, stability margin, or sensitivity function
2. Filter specifications such as allowed ripple in the pass/stop band
Allowed ripples in pass/stop band. Without loss of generality, a low
pass filter is used. The allowed ripple in the pass band defines the maximum
ringing of the filter around the DC gain H(Ê = 0). The allowed ripple in the
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Filter Specifications (Digital Filter Design Toolkit)

5.

For most digital filters, you typically design the digital filter response in the frequency domain.
The frequency response specification for the digital filter typically includes the target
magnitude
response, phase
response,
the allowable deviation for63
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Affine Arithmetic
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figure illustrates the magnitude frequency response of a lowpass filter, which allows low
frequencies to pass and attenuates high frequencies.
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filter
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maximum deviation from zero.
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The following figure illustrates the magnitude
frequency
responses of a highpass filter, which passe
&& GF IN (fn , F F T ÈN Í(h(t)), + Á2 ).
attenuates low frequencies.
2
2
The filter transfer function H(f ) is computed using FFT operator, which
computes Fast Fourier Transform of the filter impulse response h(t). The
operator GFIN checks if the amplitude values of H(f ) meet desired requirements in the pass/stop band. The operator returns true value if the
amplitudes of H(f ) for ’f œ [0, fp ] or ’f Ø fn lie in the allowed specificationhttp://zone.ni.com/reference/en-XX/help/371988F-01/lvdfdtconcepts/dfd_filter_spec/
areas. Since for the stop band the upper bound of the frequency is
not specified, GFIN assumes the default value equal to half of the signal
sampling frequency f2s .
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Illustration example
+

Pnom(s)
The use of assertions is demonstrated
on a closed loop control system with
a PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) -s*delay
controller. Its block diagram is
shown by Figure 5.3. The process P in a system is described with the folx

+

PID

P

y

-

Figure 5.3: Block diagram of a system with PID controller

lowing function:

1
+ as + 1
where parameter a is 0.6. It is further assumed that the parameter a due to
some uncertainties (here component tolerances) deviates from its nominal
value. The exact value of a is not known but it lies in the interval [0.4, 0.8].
Using Affine Arithmetic the uncertainty of a can be modeled as a = 0.6 +
Á0.2.
The considered PID controller includes the noise filter for the derivative
term and its transfer function is shown below:
1
Td s
C(s) = Kp (1 +
+ T
),
d
Ti s
s
+
20
20
P (s) =

s2

where the proportional gain Kp is 1.8, the integral time Ti = 0.38s and the
derivative time Td = 0.095s. The ratio between the integral and derivative
times is 4 (Ti = 4 ú Td ). In [103] it is shown that this ratio is appropriate for
many industrial processes.
A proper behavior of the control system must satisfy the certain number of requirements. The most important one is the stability of the closed
loop. The stability criteria can be expressed in a vast number of terms: gain
and phase margin, sensitivity function, stability margin, etc. For a simple
illustration the stability margin is chosen.
This parameter is defined as the shortest distance between the Nyquist
curve of the loop transfer function and the critical point -1. This distance is
actually the inverse of the maximum value of the sensitivity function. The
loop transfer function is determined with L(s) = C(s)P (s), where C(s) and
P (s) are the controller transfer function and the process transfer function,
respectively. Mathematically, the stability margin can be expressed as:
Ms = inf |≠1 ≠ L(jÊ)| = inf |1 + L(jÊ)|
Ê
Ê


≠1
1
= sup
= sup |S(jÊ)|
1 + L(jÊ)
Ê
Ê

≠1
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1
where S(jÊ) = 1+L(jÊ)
is the sensitivity function. In particular, the sensitivity function represents the disturbances amplification at the system output
by the closed loop system. Recommended values for the stability margin Ms
lie in the range of [0.5, 0.75] [103].
The range of Ms specification can be represented as affine form:

spec(Ms ) = Ms + Á”

Á œ [≠1, 1]

Õ

where Ms represents the center value of the specified range and ” the maximum absolute distance from the center value. The range [0.5, 0.75] of Ms is
modeled with an affine term:
Õ

spec(Ms ) = 0.625 + Á0.125 Á œ [≠1, 1]
Taking the uncertainty of the parameter a into account, the stability margin
Ms can be rewritten as:
Ms = inf (|1 + C(jÊ)P (jÊ)|)
Ê

= inf ( 1 + C(jÊ)
Ê

Pnom (jÊ)
)
1 + ÁPdev (jÊ)Pnom (jÊ)

As described in Section 3.5.1 Pnom (s) is the process transfer function with
the nominal value of a:
Pnom (s) =

s2

1

+ anom s + 1

and Pdev is the process deviation due to deviation of the parameter a:
Pdev (s) = adev s.
A control system including uncertainties meets the stability margin specification if its stability margin Ms lies in the range [0.5, 0.75]; (1+C(jÊ)P (jÊ))
is computed as the transfer function of the system given in Figure 5.4. The
transfer function is found as FFT of the the system response to DiracImpulse. For this purpose the following XAA+A operators are used:
min(F F T ÈN Í (h(t)))
where h(t) is the impulse response of the system shown in Figure 5.4 and
F F T ÈN Í computes the FFT at N points. The operator min finds the frequency component with the minimum amplitude value.
Comparing Ms with the specified bounds [0.5, 0.75] is done using the
operator IN . Thus, XAA+A assertion describing the stability criteria is as
follows:
IN (min(F F T ÈN Í (h(t))), 0.625 + Á0.125).

Pnom(s)

+
Pdev(s)
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Figure 5.4: Calculation of stability margin Ms

The system was simulated in SystemC AMS. The assertion passed and the
stability margin of the system from Figure 5.4 is shown in Figure 5.5. The
FFT of the system response was calculated at N = 2048 points. The total run time of system simulation without XAA+A assertion took 0.036 s.
Adding the assertion into simulation process the total time increased with
a small overhead of 0.004 s. The new time was then 0.04 s. The application
3

Stability Margin Ms
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H(j!)=1+C(j!)P(j!)
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Figure 5.5: Possible value of Ms within the specification range [0.5, 0.75]

of this approach on complex case studies is shown in Chapter 6.

5.4

Implementation

The assertion library is developed as a separate library in SystemC AMS.
All assertion operators are realized as separate modules. The modules for
evaluation of digital signals use SystemC Modules of Computation (MOCs).
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Symbolic Simulation in SystemC AMS

Analog signals

Digital signals

sca_tdf::sca_signal<XAAF>

sc_core::sc_signal<XAAF>

SystemC

bool

bool

XAA+A assertions

SystemC

Logic,
Temporal oper.

bool
TDF to DE

Analog,
Digital oper.

SystemC AMS XAAF SystemC AMS
TDF
TDF

Figure 5.6: The implementation structure of XAA+A

Evaluation of analog affine signals is done via SystemC AMS TDF (Timed
Data Flow) MOC. In the following the terms analog and digital operators
will be used to assign the operators used for evaluation of analog and digital
signals, respectively.
Figure 5.6 shows the implementation structure of XAA+A assertions.
As described in Section 5.1 the relational operators can evaluate analog and
digital signals. If analog signals are compared with specifications, the operators are implemented via TDF MOCs. For evaluation of digital signals
SystemC MOC is used. To construct an XAA+A describing a full system
property, analog and digital operators are usually connected with one another. The connection between operators is done through the existing signal
interfaces in SystemC AMS:
• Analog operators are connected via sca_tdf :: sca_signal < T >.
• Digital operators are connected via sc_core :: sc_signal < T >.
• The connection between analog and digital operators is done via logic
operators also implemented using SystemC MOC. Analog operators
are connected to the logic operators via TDF to DE (Discrete Event)
interfaces sca_tdf :: sc_signal < T >.
T stands for a data type of signal quantities. All signal quantities in a system
(either analog or digital) are the same data type XAAF . The return values of
assertion operators can be both types: XAAF or Boolean bool. The true
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Boolean value is for a property described with a corresponding operator
that is satisfied at evaluation time. Similarly, false value indicates that the
property is violated. The assertion operators that return XAAF data type are:
•
•
•
•
•

arithmetic operators {+, ≠, ú, /}
min frequency operator
max frequency operator
F F T frequency operator
phase(F F T ) frequency operator

The Boolean value bool is returned by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

relational operators {<, Æ, >, Ø}
analog IN operator
analog frequency operator F IN
analog frequency operator GF IN
logic operators
temporal operators

The evaluation of affine analog signals is done at each simulation time step
defined by sampling frequency of the overall system. For this purpose, TDF
processing function is used. The digital signals are evaluated at discrete
steps defined by changes of signal values. For this purpose, a process method
SC_M ET HOD of SystemC MOC is used.

Chapter 6

Evaluation
The applicability and efficiency of XAAF approach is demonstrated on two
widely used Mixed-Signal circuits: a 3rd Order - Modulator and a Phaselocked loop circuit. Simulation is performed on a system level. For this purpose SystemC AMS simulation environment is used. The models are simulated over a range of operating conditions. The system responses including
all possible trajectories over this range are obtained using one simulation
run. The obtained simulation results are compared with multi-run methods:
Monte-Carlo simulation and Design of Experiments (DoE). It is shown that
the upper and lower bounds of trajectories computed by symbolic simulation
efficiently enclose behaviors computed by numeric simulations.

6.1

3rd order Delta-Sigma Modulator

Delta-Sigma ( - ) modulators are common parts of today’s analog-todigital converters (ADCs). The aspects that bring these ADCs a higher
efficiency over conventional ones are the use of oversampling, noise shaping and digital filter decimation. Conventional ADC as flash converters uses
sampling frequencies close to twice the sampling frequency. Sampling in the
time domain corresponds to shifting the input signal spectrum to higher frequencies in the frequency domain (modulation with carriers at frequencies
2fs , 3fs , 4fs , etc.). A sampling frequency close to the Nyquist rate requires a
filter with tight constraints to isolate the elementary input signal spectrum
from modulated bands. In traditional ADCs this filter is realized on their
analog side and hence it is more complex to design and implement. However, - ADCs use a sampling rate much higher than the Nyquist one.
Therefore, the requirements for antialiasing filter are much milder.
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The second case in Table I illustrates such limitation.
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a3 = ≠0.7997 b4 = 1.0, c1 = c2 = c3 = 1.0 The quantizer used in this modulator uses one bit to represent the output value. The quantization levels have
values ≠1 and 1. Symbolic simulation is used to compute the worst-case modulator behavior over the considered ranges of initial and input conditions.
For the considered modulator two undesired effects are checked: integrator
saturation and a quantizer overload. For this modulator, saturation limits
are assumed to be ≠2 and 2. Thus, the integrator outputs must stay within
the range [≠2, 2] to avoid saturation.
On the other side, a quantizer is overloaded if a difference between the
quantizer input and output exceeds the maximum quantization error. For
the considered quantizer, the maximum value of the quantization error is 1.
Hence, to avoid overload, the quantizer input should stay within the bounds
[≠2, 2]. In this work the modulator behavior is simulated over three sets of
input and initial conditions.
The considered one-bit quantizer compares its input value y[n] with zero.
For the positive input values, the quantizer output is 1, while for negative
ones it is -1. Figure 6.2 shows the quantizer implementation in SystemC
AMS.
Since input and initial values are modeled as ranges, the quantizer input
will also be a range. Hence, one set may lie above and the other below zero.
Hence, the if-else statement is modified according to the rules presented
in Section 4.4. The first branch computes both if and else branches. The
modulator BIBO (Bounded Input Bounded Output) stability was checked
over the sets of initial and input values. Computation times of the proposed
symbolic approach for three sets of input and initial conditions are given in
Table 6.1. All computations are performed on a 2.6 GHz machine.
SCA_TDF_MODULE(quantizer)
{
sca_tdf::sca_in<XAAF> y;
sca_tdf::sca_out<XAAF> v;
void processing()
{
if ((y≥0)!=false)
v.write((y≥0)*1+!(y≥0)*(-1));
else
v.write(-1);
}
quantizer(sc_module_name nm){} // constructor
};

Figure 6.2: Implementation of an one-bit quantizer in SystemC AMS
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Table 6.1: Computation time of symbolic approach
Initial conditions
x1 (0) œ [0.012, 0.013]
x2 (0) œ [0.01, 0.02]
x3 (0) œ [0.8, 0.82], u=0.54
x1 (0) œ [0, 0.01]
x2 (0) œ [≠0.01, 0]
x3 (0) œ [0.8, 0.82], u=[-0.6, 0.6]
x1 (0) œ [≠0.1, 0.1]
x2 (0) œ [≠0.1, 0.1]
x3 (0) œ [≠0.1, 0.1], u=[-0.5, 0.5]

6.1.3

Number of simulation time steps N
N = 100

Computation time
2.2s

N = 40

84.4s

N = 30

804s

Comparison with Monte-Carlo simulation

The results obtained by symbolic simulation are compared with numeric
simulations based on the Monte-Carlo method and DoE. Using the MonteCarlo approach multiple test cases are run for randomly chosen values of
initial and input conditions. Each test case simulates one particular choice
of condition values. For comparison, 10 random simulation runs are repeated.
The first set of conditions is inspired from [104] that computes the worstcase behavior for N = 38 time steps. [104] performs reachability based on
Interval Arithmetic (IA). However, the dependency problem of IA can lead
fast to divergence of response bounds. This limits the number of time steps
to be simulated.
Using the proposed methodology, the modulator behavior was symbolically simulated for N = 100 time steps. The results show 16 times higher
computation speed over [104], even for higher number of simulation time
steps. Ten Ê symbols were required to cover all possible switches of the 1bit quantizer between two output values. Note that the number of Ê symbols
was much lower than the number of simulation time steps. This is due to
correlation of transitions which were identified by implemented relational
operators. Here the Ø operator was used for the implementation of the 1bit
quantizer (see Figure 6.2).
Figure 6.3 shows the result of symbolic simulation compared with 10
random simulations. Left and right side of the figure show the output of
the third integrator and the input of 1-bit quantizer, respectively. The red
line assigns the total bounds of modulator quantities computed by symbolic
approach. The black lines show the result of 10 numeric simulations.
A Monte-Carlo run took only 2 ms. However, the proposed methodology
is still competitive considering the fact that this time is multiplied with
thousands of runs to obtain a sufficient coverage. Even then, there is no
guarantee that the worst-case behavior is found. The bounds computed by
symbolic approach encloses the traces of pure numeric random simulations.
Since the bounds of the corresponding signals stay within the range
[≠2, 2], no integrator saturation and quantizer overload occurr. This is au-
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(a) The output of the third integrator

(b) The quantizer input

Figure 6.3: Comparison of symbolic simulation with random simulation for
the 1st set of initial conditions

tomatically checked using the assertion language described in Chapter 5.
The assertions, which check if the bounds of corresponding signals lie in the
allowed range, are as follows:
G(IN (x3 , 2 ú Á1 ))
G(IN (y, 2 ú Á1 ))

(6.1)
(6.2)

where Á1 œ [≠1, 1]. Both assertions were satisfied and the simulation passed.
Table 6.1 reports the computation times not including assertions in the
simulation process. Adding Assertions 6.1 and 6.2 in the simulation run the
computation time increased to 2.87 s. Therefore, the assertions added a small
overhead of 0.67 s.
Due to the nonlinear behavior of the quantizer, worst-case parameter
values can lie anywhere inside the initial ranges and can be different at
each time step. These values are usually not trivial to be found by random
simulations. However, the LP solver integrated in the symbolic computations
provides these values, as shown below in Table 6.2.
The simulation of the second set shows the benefits of this approach
over the methodology presented in [54]. In contrast to [54], the modulator
is simulated for the set of input values and not only one constant value.
After N=20 computation time steps the modulator behavior is quite stable
resulting in slight changes of the worst-case behavior.
Figure 6.4 shows the modulator behavior for additional 20 time steps.
The left side of the figure shows the third integrator output while the right
side the quantizer input. As in the previous case both assertions 6.1 and
6.2 passed. The computation took 84.4 s using 15 Ê symbols to cover all
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(b) The quantizer input

Figure 6.4: Comparison of symbolic simulation with random simulation for
the 2nd set of initial conditions

possible quantizer transitions. Including assertions in the simulation process
the simulation time increased only in 0.6 s; the new computation time was
85 s.
Figure 6.5 shows the modulator behavior for the third set of conditions.
The modulator shows an interesting property that the absolute values of
worst-case bounds are the same over the symmetric ranges of input and
initial conditions. The worst-case modulator response shows stable behavior
after N = 20 time steps. The simulation was performed for additional 10
time steps. The computation time for the time horizon of N = 30 time
steps took 804 s (around 14 min) on a 2.6 GHz machine. The number of
used Ê symbols to cover all possible transitions was 18. For the same set
of conditions and the same time horizon, [53] reported more than 2 hours
computation time on a similar machine.
As in the previous cases the first assertion was satisfied. However, the
quantizer input exceeded 2 and the overload occurred. Hence, the second
assertion failed and the simulation run was stopped at 1 µs.
The system output, computed by the symbolic simulation run, encloses
traces obtained from numeric simulations. Symbolic simulation computes
the total lower and upper bounds of system response whose values could
not have been found easily by simulation with the bounds of initial and
input ranges. This is due to the nonlinear discrete behavior of the 1-bit
quantizer whose output value does not stay constant, but switches between
two values during simulation.
Due to the nonlinear behavior of the quantizer, the worst-case parameter
values at each time step may be different and can lie anywhere inside the
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(b) The quantizer input

Figure 6.5: Comparison of symbolic simulation with random simulation for
the 3rd set of initial conditions

range. Table 6.2 shows the input sequences for computation of the worstcase bounds of the third integrator x3 [n]. The value n in the table assigns
the nth simulation time step. In contract to the previous two cases, Figure

(a) The output of the third integrator

(b) The quantizer input

Figure 6.6: Comparison of symbolic simulation with DoE for the 1st set of
initial conditions

6.5 on the right side shows the quantizer overload. For the certain input
sequence the quantizer input y exceeds the value 2. The positive quantizer
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(a) The output of the third integrator

(b) The quantizer input

Figure 6.7: Comparison of symbolic simulation with DoE for the 2nd set
of initial conditions

overload occurs at n = 10 and n = 11 for the following input sequence:
u = 0.472608
x1 [0] = 0.1
x2 [0] = ≠0.1

x3 [0] = 0.0491474
and n = 12 for:
u = 0.5
x1 [0] = 0.1
x2 [0] = ≠0.09808
x3 [0] = ≠0.00207
Similar holds for the lower bound (negative quantizer overload). The
absolute values of sequences are the same, only the signs are changed. For
n = 10 and n = 11 the sequence is:
u = ≠0.472608

x1 [0] = ≠0.1
x2 [0] = 0.1

x3 [0] = ≠0.0491474
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(a) The output of the third integrator

(b) The quantizer input

Figure 6.8: Comparison of symbolic simulation with DoE for the 3rd set of
initial conditions

and n = 12 for:
u = ≠0.5

x1 [0] = ≠0.1

x2 [0] = 0.09808
x3 [0] = 0.00207
These values are not trivial to be detected by random simulations. Most
likely they would not be detected even with the higher number of simulation
runs. Therefore, random simulation even with a high number of simulation
runs could not guarantee that all critical cases are covered.

6.1.4

Comparison with Design of Experiments

The results of symbolic simulation were also compared with DoE[15]. Here,
DoE used a simple metamodel which looks only at the corners of initial and
input ranges. Figures 6.6-6.8 show the comparison results with symbolic simulation. One DoE run took around 2 ms. For simulation of all bounds, DoE
multiplies this time with required number of runs that increases exponentially with the number of considered uncertainties. However, simulation of
all corners does not guarantee that the worst-case behavior is detected. The
worst-case parameter values do not necessary lie on the corners, as shown
in Table 6.2.

3rd

2nd

1st

set

min
u=0.54
x1[0]=0.012
x2[0]=0.01
x3[0]=0.8
u=-0.6
x1[0]=0
x2[0]=-0.01
x3[0]=0.8
u=-0.286
x1[0]=-0.1
x2[0]=0.1
x3[0]=0.1

max
u=0.54
x1[0]=0.013
x2[0]=0.02
x3[0]=0.82
u=0.58215
x1[0]=0.01
x2[0]=-0.01
x3[0]=0.8
u=0.286
x1[0]=0.1
x2[0]=-0.1
x3[0]=-0.1

x3 [n = 4]
min
u=0.54
x1[0]=0.012
x2[0]=0.01
x3[0]=0.8
u=-0.52107
x1[0]=0
x2[0]=0
x3[0]=0.82
u=-0.1
x1[0]=-0.03034
x2[0]=0.0077047
x3[0]=-0.1

max
u=0.54
x1[0]=0.013
x2[0]=0.02
x3[0]=0.82
u=0.59655
x1[0]=0
x2[0]=-0.01
x3[0]=0.8087
u=0.1
x1[0]=0.03034
x2[0]=-0.0077047
x3[0]=0.1

x3 [n = 10]
min
u=0.54
x1[0]=0.012226
x2[0]=0.02
x3[0]=0.82
u=-0.553976
x1[0]=0.00246
x3[0]=-0.01
x4[0]=0.8
u=-0.09573
x1[0]=0.1
x2[0]=0.0128844
x3[0]=-0.1

max
u=0.54
x1[0]=0.013
x2[0]=0.0128517
x3[0]=0.8
u=0.565434
x1[0]=0.0160411
x2[0]=0.01
x3[0]=0.82
u=0.09573
x1[0]=-0.1
x2[0]=-0.0128844
x3[0]=0.1

x3 [n = 20]
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Table 6.2: Input and initial values in the worst-case at nth simulation time
step
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Charge-pump Phased-locked loop Circuit

A dual-path charge-pump Phased-locked Loop circuit (PLL) is the second
case study on which the proposed methodology is applied. This circuit plays
a role of the frequency synthesizer that generates the high frequency signals
for the local oscillator of one IEEE 802.15.4 RF transceiver. The output
frequency is N multiple of the reference frequency brought to the input of
the circuit. The key property of a PLL circuit is its ability to lock to desired
frequency in less than maximum specified settling time. This property is
known as a PLL locking property. In this work a symbolic simulation is used
to verify the locking property over a set of initial and parameter values.

6.2.1

PLL description

The structure of the circuit is shown in Figure 6.9. The SystemC virtual
prototype of the circuit is provided by RWTH Aachen University (Institute
for Integrated Analog Circuits) as the main case study in ongoing ANCONA
(Analog-Coverage in der Nanoelektronik) project. The project is partly supported by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) and
partly by the industry. It counts six University partners including my Institute for Design of Cyber Physical Systems, TU Kaiserslautern.
The SystemC model is generated automatically from the cadence design
schematic and made available for the project partners. The basic parts of
the circuit shown in Figure 6.9 are as follows:
• a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO; top right) - generates a signal
whose frequency should be N times the reference frequency
• a pure digital frequency divider (bottom) - divides the VCO frequency
by N
• a phase-frequency detector (PFD; top left) - detects phase/frequency
difference between a reference signal and a VCO signal (divided by N)
• a charge-pump (CP; connected to PFD) - charges/discharges capacitors in the low pass filter changing the filter output voltage. This
voltage brought to one of the inputs of VCO, changes the output frequency bringing it eventually to the desired level.
Voltage Controlled Oscillator-VCO. The considered oscillator generates the
output frequency according to the following frequency-voltage relation:
fvco = f0 ≠ Kvco ú v1 ≠ Kmod ú v2 ≠ Ktune ú v3

Its integration gives the phase of VCO output signal:
Z t
fvco dt.
v = 2ﬁ

(6.-13)

0

The symbols Kvco and Kmod, Ktune and f0 stand for the oscillator coefficients and the oscillator start frequency, respectively. The voltages v1 , v2
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Figure 6.9: A dual-path charge-pump PLL circuit

and v3 are the oscillator input voltages. The oscillator generates a rectangle
signal with the frequency equal to fvco . Since the input voltages of VCO
change with time, the value of the output frequency will also be dependent
on time. Hence, the period of the quadratic signal cannot be predicted in
advance. This issue can be solved looking at the phase of the VCO signal.
The positive edge of the quadratic signal can be detected comparing the
phase v with 2ﬁ. If the phase is higher or equal to 2ﬁ the quadratic signal
is 1, otherwise its value is 0.
In the considered frequency synthesizer, the quadratic signal is firstly
inverted before it is brought to the input of the frequency divider (signal
V CO_3G2_N in Figure 6.9). The positive edge of the inverted signal happens when the signal phase crosses the value ﬁ. If the phase is higher than
ﬁ, the signal value is 1, otherwise 0.
Figure 6.10 shows the implementation of the PLL VCO in SystemC for
a pure numeric simulation. Crossing the value ﬁ can be detected with the
condition v ≠ ths Ø 0 where ths = ﬁ. Here it is important to mention that
every time the phase value crosses ﬁ the value 2ﬁ must be added to the
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threshold voltage. This is done to assign the next clock cycle; resp. for each
next cycle the phase value is compared with 3ﬁ, 5ﬁ, etc. Since the frequency
divider is triggered only on positive edges of the VCO signal (changes from
’0’ to ’1’), it is enough to write ’1’ to the output only at the moment when
the phase value crosses the threshold.
However, the VCO code needs slight modifications to handle the range
of phase v values. In this case, the comparison with the certain threshold
can also result in both {false, true}. Thus, applying Rule 1 from Section
4.4 it is checked if the condition ( v ≠ ths) Ø 0 is not equal to false. Figure
6.11 shows the instrumentation of the VCO code applying the rules given in
Section 4.4. The values of VCO_3G2_N should be ’1’ only for true condition
SC_MODULE(VCO)
{
.......
double ths=M_PI;
void processing()
{
double fvco=f0-Kvco*v_1-Kmod*v_2-Ktune*v_3;
double curr_time=sc_timestamp().to_seconds();
double Phi_v=Phi_v+2*M_PI*fvco*(curr_time-prev_time);
if ((Phi_v-ths)>=0)
{
VCO_3G2_N=1;
ths=ths+2*M_PI;
}
else
VCO_3G2_N=0;
prev_time=curr_time;
};

}

Figure 6.10: VCO implementation with double signal data type

value, otherwise ’0’. Also, the threshold ths for the next cycle should be
updated only the condition results in true. This can be captured using
Shannon Expansion as defined by Rule 2 in Section 4.4. This expression
in general covers both cases; when the condition is {false, true} but also
true. For the true condition values, the conditional statement is the same
as one for pure numeric simulation (given by Figure 6.10).
Applying Rule 2, Shannon Expansion for computation of V CO_3G2_N
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SC_MODULE(VCO)
{
XAAF ths=M_PI;
void processing()
{
XAAF fvco=f_0-Kvco*v_1-Kmod*v_2-Ktune*v_3;
double curr_time=sc_timestamp().to_seconds();
XAAF Phi_v=Phi_v+2*M_PI*fvco*(curr_time-prev_time);
if (((Phi_v-ths)>=0)!=false)
{
VCO_3G2_N=!(Phi_v-ths)>=0)*0+(Phi_v-ths)>=0)*1;
ths=ths+cond*2*M_PI;
}
else
VCO_3G2_N=0;
prev_time=curr_time;
};

}

Figure 6.11: VCO implementation with XAAF signal data type

and ths is equal to:
v

=!cond ú 0 + cond ú 1

ths =!cond ú ths + cond ú (ths + 2ﬁ).

(6.-12)
(6.-11)

where cond = ( v ≠ ths) Ø 0. The operator + with XAAF condition values
is equivalent to the disjunction operator ‚ in Boolean algebra. Hence, it
holds that !cond + cond = 1 and Eq. 6.-11 can be re-written as:
ths = ths + cond ú 2 ú ﬁ.

Frequency divider. In [56, 86, 105] a frequency divider is modeled as a
simple division by a constant ratio N . This work uses a realistic model for a
divider based on a counter. The counter is triggered on the positive edge of
the oscillator signal that represents its clock signal clk. When the positive
edge occurs, the counter value is increased by one. When it reaches the value
of N (here N = 110), its value is reset to zero and the value of output signal
is changed from 0 to 1. Figures 6.12-6.13 show the implementation of the
frequency divider as a counter. Figure 6.12 shows the counter implementation for numeric simulation; bool type of clk signal. Figure 6.13 shows small
modifications of the counter implementation for symbolic code execution.
As described in Section 4.1 and given by Table 4.1 the equality operator
== returns two possible values: true or false. However, due to uncertain
active time of the oscillator signal the counter value is also uncertain. To
evaluate the condition (count ≠ M 6)%32 == 0 for an uncertain counter
value, it is checked if (count ≠ M 6)%32 is Æ 0 and Ø 0:
(count ≠ M 6)%32 Æ 0 ú (count ≠ M 6)%32 Ø 0.
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SC_MODULE(FD)
{
sc_in<bool> clk;
sc_out<bool> FD_out;
...
bool out=0;
if (clk==1)
{
if (count>=110)
{
count=0;
out=!out;
}
else
{
if ((count-64)%32==0 && (count-64)>=32)
out=!out;
}
FD_out.write(out);
count=count+1;
}
};

Figure 6.12: Implementation of a frequency divider for numeric simulation

The conjunction operator for false and true condition values corresponds
to multiplication operation of two XAAFs whose possible values are 0, 1 or
both.
Note that the output signal value is written to the output only if the
clock signal clk is 1. To avoid writing to the output when clock may also
be 0 (in the case clock takes both values clk={0, 1}), the output value is
multiplied with clk. In this way the bottom D flip-flop of PFD is sensitive
only on the changes of the counter output, triggered on the positive edge of
the oscillator signal.
Phase-frequency detector-PFD. The basic structure of the PFD circuit
is shown in Figure 6.14. It is composed of two D flip-flops and one logic
AND circuit. The role of PFD is to generate the control signals for the
charge pumps. The top D flip-flop is activated on the positive edge of the
reference signal Ref and controls the top charge-pump current source. The
oscillator signal whose frequency is divide by N V CO_div activates the
bottom D flip-flop. The bottom flip-flop generates the control signal for the
bottom charge-pump current source. When the outputs of both flip-flops are
active, the AND circuit after some delay activates the flip-flop reset signals
switching off both charge pumps. The delay of AND gate is 0.5ns.
The implementations of the detector flip-flops and logic gate are shown
in Figures 6.15-6.16. The left side of Figure 6.15 shows the D flip-flop implementations for pure numeric simulations (when the oscillator phase v
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SC_MODULE(FD)
{
sc_in<XAAF> clk;
sc_out<XAAF> FD_out;
...
XAAF out=0;
if (clk!=0)
{
XAAF cond=(count>=110);
if (cond==true)
{
count=0;
out=!out;
}
else if (cond!=false)
count=!cond*count+cond*0;
XAAF cond1=((count-64)%32>=0*(count-64)%32<=0);
XAAF cond2=(count-64)>=32);
if ((cond1*cond2)!=false)
out=!(cond1*cond2)*out+(cond1*cond2)*!out;

}

FD_out.write(out*clk);
count=!clk*count+clk*(count+1);

};

Figure 6.13: Implementation of a frequency divider for symbolic simulation

D
Ref

CLK

Q

UP

!Q

R

D
VCO_div

CLK

Q

DN

!Q

R

Figure 6.14: The structure of PFD circuit

value is a single value of type double). To handle the range of oscillator
phase v values, the implementation is modified applying the same rules as
for the oscillator circuit. The code instrumentation is shown on the right side
of Figure 6.15. Possible values of output signals of D flip-flops on the right
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SC_MODULE(DFF)
{
sc_in<bool> CLK; // clock signal
sc_in<bool> R; // reset signal
sc_out<bool> Q; // output
...
void processing()
{
if (R==1)
Q=0;
else if (CLK==1)
Q=1;
}
};

SC_MODULE(DFF)
{
sc_in<XAAF> CLK;
sc_in<XAAF> R;
sc_out<XAAF> Q;
...
void processing()
{
if (R!=0)
{
if (CLK!=0)
Q=!CLK*Q+CLK*1;
Q=!R*Q+R*0;
}
else if (CLK!=0)
Q=!CLK*Q+CLK*1;
}
};

Figure 6.15: Implementation of a D flip-flop for symbolic simulation

side of Figure 6.15 are 0, 1 but also {0, 1}. For these values the multiplication operation of two XAAFs corresponds to conjunction operation · of two
Boolean values. Hence, the AND operation of the logic gate is implemented
as a simple multiplication ú of PFD output signals (U P and DN ).
Charge Pump-CP. The charge pump is composed of two current sources
that are controlled by the outputs of PFD U P and DN . If the control signals
are one, the current sources are on and the charge is pumped into or out of
the capacitors. If the control signals are zero, the current values are zero.
Hence, the behavior of the current sources can be described with the
following equations:
Iup = U P ú Iinc

Idn = DN ú Idec

where Iinc and Idec are generated by top and bottom current sources, respectively. For the considered circuit the current values are the same intensity
but different sign. Hence, it holds: Iinc = ≠Idec . The output current of the
charge pump is computed as the sum of the currents obtained from both
sources:
CP _I_OU T = U P ú Iinc + DN ú Idec .
The considered PLL circuit has two charge pumps. The controlled signals
of the second charge pump are inverted. Hence its output current is:
CP _I_OU T B = U P ú Idec + DN ú Iinc .
Simulating the PLL circuit over a range of operating conditions, the switching times of current sources may be uncertain. Then, the controlled signals
U P and DN can have the values: 0, 1, but also UNKNOWN X = {0, 1}.
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SC_MODULE(AND)
{
sc_in<XAAF> UP;
sc_in<XAAF> DN;
sc_out<XAAF> OUT;
...
AND(sc_module_name n, double delay_)
{
SC_METHOD(processing);
sensitive << UP << DN;
SC_METHOD(delay_output);
sensitive << event_delay;
delay=delay_;
}
void processing()
{
output=UP*DN;
event_delay.notify(delay, SC_SEC);
}

};

void delay_output()
{
OUT=output;
}

Figure 6.16: Implementation of an AND circuit for symbolic simulation

For example, for U P = 1 and DN = {0, 1} the currents CP _I_OU T and
CP _I_OU T B will have two possible values {Iinc , 0} and {Idec , 0}, respectively.

6.2.2

Results of symbolic simulation

The considered PLL circuit should generate the output frequency close to
3.52 GHz; the input reference frequency is 32 MHz and the division ratio
is 110. The PLL parameters are shown in Table 6.3. The PLL locking is
verified taking the following variations into account:
• variations of initial voltage values due to uncertainties in initial conditions
• 10% tolerances of current values given by the specification
• 10% of tolerances of passive components in TPM filter due to process
variations
The PLL circuit is simulated over the ranges of considered variations. Since
exact values of these variations are not known and not of interest, they
will be referred to as uncertainties. Affine representation of each considered
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Table 6.3: PLL parameters

PLL block
Charge Pump
Low pass filter

Voltage Controlled
Oscillator

TPM current source
TPM filter
DAC current source
Phase Frequency Detector
Frequency divider

Parameters
Iinc = 40 µA
Idec = 40 µA
Ron = 1
Rof f = 100 M
Cp = 300 fF
R1 = 120 k
C1 = 80 pF
vlp0 = vlp1 = vlp2 = 0.6 V
Kvco = 100 MHz/V
Kmod = 6 MHz/V
Ktune = 12 MHz/V
f0 = 4 GHz
IT P M 1 = 40 µA
IT P M 2 = 10 µA
Rp1 = 10 k
Rp2 = 10 k
Cp = 0.5 nF
IDAC = 5 µA
delay = 0.5 ns
N = 110

uncertainty is given in Table 6.4. The proposed methodology computes the
Table 6.4: Parameter uncertainties

Parameter
vlp1
Iinc
Idec
IT P M 1
IT P M 2
IDAC
Rp1
Rp2
Cp

Uncertainty range
[0.59, 0.61][V ]
40 + [≠0.1 ú 40, 0.1 ú 40][µA]
40 + [≠0.1 ú 40, 0.1 ú 40][µA]
40 + [≠0.1 ú 40, 0.1 ú 40][µA]
10 + [≠0.1 ú 10, 0.1 ú 10][µA]
5 + [≠0.1 ú 5, 0.1 ú 5][µA]
10000 + [≠0.1 ú 10000, 0.1 ú 10000][k ]
10000 + [≠0.1 ú 10000, 0.1 ú 10000][k ]
0.5 + [≠0.1 ú 0.5, 0.1 ú 0.5][nF ]

Affine Representation
0.6 + Á1 ú 0.01
40 + Á2 ú 0.1 ú 40
40 + Á3 ú 0.1 ú 40
40 + Á4 ú 0.1 ú 40
10 + Á5 ú 0.1 ú 10
5 + Á6 ú 0.1 ú 5
10000 + Á7 ú 0.1 ú 10000
10000 + Á8 ú 0.1 ú 10000
0.5 + Á9 ú 0.1 ú 0.5

worst-case PLL behavior over the considered ranges using one symbolic simulation run. The PLL behavior is computed for 40000 time steps each equal
to T s = f1s ; fs is the sampling frequency equal to 20GHz.
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The total simulation time taking 9 uncertainties into account took 1759 s
(around 29 min). The number of non-contiguous regions was 864. Thus, the
number of Ê symbols required to cover all possible transitions of VCO output
signal from positive to negative edge was 10. The PLL circuit locked after
0.9 µs. This is automatically checked using the assertion approach explained
in Chapter 5. The assertion describing the PLL locking property is given by
the following:
F (IN (fout , 3.52 + Á1 0.001) ∆ G(IN (fout , 3.52 + Á1 0.001)))
where:
• F is the temporal operator which assigns that the property in the
bracket should hold eventually during simulation
• fout is the output PLL frequency
• 3.52 + Á1 0.001 is the tolerance range around the desired output frequency 3.52 GHz.
• IN is the assertion operator which checks if its first argument fout lies
within the specified range 3.52 + Á1 0.001
• G is the temporal operator which assigns that the property in the
bracket must hold always during simulation
• ∆ is the implication operator which assigns that when the first condition is satisfied the second condition should always (assigned by G
operator) be fulfilled.
The above assertion was checked during simulation reporting the locking
time around 0.9 µs. Including the assertion into simulation, the simulation
run time increased to 32 min. Thus, the simulation overhead was only 3 min.
As explained in Section 3.4, for the analog part, the space complexity of
Affine Arithmetic stays constant during simulation. The run time complexity
changes linear with the number of simulation time steps n. Discontinuities
introduced by discrete parts may lead to an exponential number of discrete
states with n. In reality, this is too pessimistic, since systems usually converge to the stable states where the number of discrete states stay constant
or change slightly. This is shown by the simulated PLL circuit; the number
of discrete transitions was much lower than 2n .

6.2.3

Scalability of symbolic simulation

Figure 6.17 shows the dependency of (one symbolic simulation) run time on
the number of considered uncertainties. As expected, the run time was the
lowest with no uncertainties added to the design. It took only 3 s.
Each uncertainty added to the model may introduce more than one discrete state per time step that must be handled by a symbolic simulation run.
The oscillator input v1 and charge pump currents have the highest impact
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on the VCO output frequency. Hence, their uncertainties have the highest
impact on the uncertainty of PLL output frequency. The uncertainty of PLL
frequency introduces uncertainties in the charge pump switching increasing
the number of discrete states to be considered within one execution.
The slope of the curve was the highest for those two uncertainties. As
the number of uncertainties increased, the ratio between run times was less
than or equal to 0.5. As an example, increasing the uncertainty number k
from, 5 to 8, the simulation overhead was 15 of the run time for k = 5.

Figure 6.17: Run time versus number of uncertainties

6.2.4

Comparison with numeric simulation

The symbolic results were compared with the random simulation and the
simulation based on DoE. Ten random tests are run over randomly chosen
parameter values within the ranges given in Table 6.4. The comparison with
the symbolic simulation is given in Figure 6.18. The figure clearly shows that
the worst-case behavior computed by one symbolic simulation run includes
the set of trajectories obtained from numeric simulations. Since the parameter values chosen by random simulation runs were close to each other, the
difference between trajectories is hardly visible.
The results found by symbolic simulation are also compared with DoE.
Here DoE uses a simple metamodel which estimates the worst-case behavior
looking at the corners of ranges given in Table 6.4. Figure 6.19 shows the
comparison of 10 DoE runs with the proposed symbolic simulation. The
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Figure 6.18: PLL output frequency: (red) symbolic simulation, (black) random simulation

Figure 6.19: PLL output frequency: (red) symbolic simulation, (black)
DoE-based simulation

maximum number of DoE runs changes exponentially with the number of
uncertainties k. To simulate the PLL behavior over all possible combinations
of corners, 2k runs are required. For the considered circuit this number is
equal to 29 = 512. Even then, there is no guarantee that the worst-case
behavior is reached. Due to complex dynamics of PLL circuit, the worstcase parameters usually do not lie on the corners and may change over the
simulated time horizon. Including LP solver in the XAAF implementation,
this information is easily extracted; this is partly the result returned by
the solver. Table 6.5 shows the worst-case parameter values returned by the
solver for 5 time steps.
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Table 6.5: Worst-case parameter values

Time step
0.5 µs

0.6 µs

0.8 µs

1.1 µs

1.3 µs

1.5 µs

minimum frequency [Hz]
3.5185e9 for
vlp1 =0.59 V
Icp =36.3942 µA
lower bounds of other
uncertainties
3.52015e9 for
vlp1 =0.527 568 V
Icp =36 µA
lower bounds of other
uncertainties
3.52075e9 for
vlp1 =0.61 V
Icp =40.8063 µA
lower bounds of other
uncertainties
3.51947e9 for
vlp1 =0.59 V
Icp =40.5053 µA
IT P M 1 =44 µA
IT P M 2 =9 µA
IDAC =4.5 µA
R1 =11 k
R2 =11 k
Cp =0.55 nF
3.51936e9 for
vlp1 =0.605 011 V
Icp =39.8913 µA
IT P M 1 =44 µA
IT P M 2 =9 µA
IDAC =4.5 µA
R1 =11 k
R2 =11 k
Cp =0.55 nF
3.51965e9 for
vlp1 =0.595 493 V
Icp =40.4575 µA
IT P M 1 =44 µA
IT P M 2 =9 µA
IDAC =4.5 µA
R1 =11 k
R2 =11 k
Cp =0.55 nF

maximum frequency [Hz]
3.52005e9 for
vlp1 =0.596 554 V
Icp =44 µA
upper bounds of other
uncertainties
3.52149e9 for
vlp1 =0.596 554 V
Icp =44 µA
upper bounds of other
uncertainties
3.52148e9 for
vlp1 =0.59 V
Icp =38.6246 µA
upper bounds of other
uncertainties
3.52002e9 for
vlp1 =0.59 V
Icp =36.4342 µA
IT P M 1 =36 µA
IT P M 2 =11 µA
IDAC =5.5 µA
R1 =9 k
R2 =9 k
Cp =0.45 nF
3.52036e9 for
vlp1 =0.600 36 V
Icp =43.9569 µA
IT P M 1 =36 µA
IT P M 2 =11 µA
IDAC =5.5 µA
R1 =9 k
R2 =9 k
Cp =0.45 nF
3.52045e9 for
vlp1 =0.600 548 V
Icp =44 µA
IT P M 1 =36 µA
IT P M 2 =11 µA
IDAC =5.5 µA
R1 =9 k
R2 =9 k
Cp =0.45 nF
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Discussion

A literature survey provides a rich set of techniques used to verify the key
properties of the same case studies. Simulation-based techniques based on
a finite number of simulation runs can analyze the system behavior over a
limited set of operating conditions. Thus, the accuracy of verification results
is still dependent on the number of simulation runs.
To increase confidence level of verification results, researchers apply the
formal methods. The Checkmate tool proposed in [54] is one of the first
attempts towards formal verification of modulator stability. However, [54]
verified this property for only one value of input signal.
In [104] the authors propose combination of IA (Interval Arithmetic)
with numeric simulation towards more formal verification of Mixed-Signal
circuits. The case study is inspired from [54]. However, the modulator is also
verified considering only one value of the input stimuli. Also, the dependency
problem of IA restricts the number of time steps for which a system can be
verified. This drawback of IA can lead to numerical instability causing the
bounds to explode before the simulation ends. To overcome this problem, the
authors in [85] proposes the computation of reachable sets combining Interval Arithmetic with Taylor approximations. These symbolic simplifications
are expensive operations and increase the computation time significantly in
contrast to [61].
The work [53] proposes a method that analyses the modulator behavior over the various set of initial conditions but also the set of input signal
values. The modulator is modeled discrete-time hybrid automata. Checking
stability property is specified as a MILP (Mixed Integer Linear Programming) problem and solved by the efficient solver MOSEK [106]. The solver
finds the worst-case bounds of signal values for the input and initial set.
However, this approach has several weaknesses. First, there is no automatic
conversion of system dynamics to hybrid-automaton. Second, it is not clear
how this approach can be applied in general. It is not easy to express complex
system dynamics in the form of linear programming problems; for example
the complex structure of the PLL design considered in this thesis.
PLL circuit is the second big case study explored by state of the art methods such as [56, 86, 105]. [56] successfully applies a zonotope-based reachability analysis on a 27 MHz dual-path charge-pump PLL circuit. Ranges of
operating conditions are captured with the standard Interval Arithmetic [2].
The work proposes the continuization method to perform efficient reachability analysis for verifying PLL locking property. However, the method requires
modeling PLL design with a hybrid-automata. Concretely, Phase-frequency
detector is not implemented in a standard way (following it structure given
in Fig. 6.14), but using a non-common hybrid automata. To reduce too high
overapproximation resulted by Interval Arithmetic (IA), the methodology
brings the uncertainty of charge pump switching to the state transition ma-
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trix. However, unnecessary overapproximation of switching times computed
in a continuous model is still there, since IA can not identify dependency
between correlated quantities. It is also not clear how the proposed methodology can be applied on the other PLL designs such as one verified in this
thesis. The structure of the considered PLL design is not trivial to be implemented as a mixture of linear continuous dynamics and hybrid automata.
The PLL design from [56] was inspiration for authors in [105] which
proposed the qualitative simulation for verification of PLL locking property.
[105] considers also the jitter in the reference frequency. However, their tool
also does not support a standard way of modeling Mixed-Signal Designs;
systems must be modeled in the form of System of Recurrence Equations.
The other tool used for verification of PLL locking was proposes by [86]
The tool is called NL-SMT solver and combines SAT solving techniques with
Interval Arithmetic. The dependency problem of IA is solved through interval constraint propagation (ICP) [107]. However, the PLL circuit can pass
through a large number of switching before it locks to desired frequency.
This would require a high number of NL-SMT calls, that would slow down
the verification process significantly. Also, simplifications done by ICP can
increase the computation time. To guarantee the reasonable time of verification process, SAT solving required simulation assistance. Hence, the solver
was invoked only for the regions not covered by simulation.
The XAA approach proposed in this work highlights two advantages of
symbolic simulation:
• The method is applied directly on system dynamics; no translation to
any kind of formal model such as SRE in [105], SMT constraints in
[86] or hybrid automata in [53, 56]. Mixed-Signal designs are modeled
following the circuit structure.
• Affine Arithmetic (AA) and its proposed extended form identify the
correlation between system quantities. Simplifications used in IA are
already the part of computation with (X)AA terms. This fills the gap
between high accuracy and low computational cost.

Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work
7.1

Conclusion

The complexity and heterogeneity of today’s mixed-signal designs makes
verification a challenge. A particular challenge is the sensitivity of analog
parts to even small variations in parameters, inputs, or initial conditions.
These variations may degrade the system performance and must be included
in the verification process. The proposed approach combines the benefits
of formal and simulation methods. The symbolic representation of system
variations brought the approach the following advantages:
1. Computation of the safe bounds of the worst-case system response over
a set of uncertain values using one simulation run
2. Analysis the impact of uncertainties on the total system response; the
extended form proposed in this thesis allows the propagation and computation with uncertainties through all system parts: analog, digital
and software.
The proposed methodology is applied on two Mixed-Signal Designs: a
third order - Modulator and a PLL circuit of one IEEE 802.15.4 RF
transceiver. It verifies the key properties of both circuits: the modulator
stability and PLL locking. The circuits are modeled and simulated in the
SystemC AMS modeling and simulation environment. The continuous parts
are modeled using the AMS extension of SystemC simulator, in particular
Timed-Data Flow Model of computation (TDF MOC).
The digital parts are implemented through SystemC MOCs triggered
on the certain events (positive edges of predefined clocks, changes in input
signals). Interaction between analog and discrete parts is obtained through
the existing interfaces that perform conversions from continuous to discreteevent behavior and via versa. The inputs and outputs of the system modules are specified by the input and output ports. Analog modules specify
input and output ports via sca_tdf::sca_in<T>, sca_tdf::sca_out<T>.
Digital parts use sc_core::sc_in<T>, sc_core::sc_out<T>. The modules
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interface with each other via TDF sca_tdf::sca_signal<T> and SystemC
sc_core::sc_signal<T> signals. The Template parameter T specifies the
value type of the signal.
XAAF is implemented as a standalone C++ library that provides the
C++ class called XAAF. To turn the numerical simulation into a symbolic
one, one must specify the XAAF for the value type of the signal T . XAAF allows capturing uncertain values as ranges and computing with them through
the whole system including the software and digital parts. Propagation of
uncertainties through control flow statements required slight modifications
of software codes. The rules for this purpose and their application in the
standard C/C++ statements are presented. Performing these rules, arithmetic and comparison operations on XAAFs, one simulation run computes
the whole set of possible system outputs over the considered set of uncertain
values. The simulation results show that the worst-case behavior is computed
for sequences of uncertain values which are not trivial and probably would
never be found by pure numeric simulation runs.

7.2

Evaluation of Hypothesis

The simulation and verification of the considered PLL circuit evaluates the
first hypothesis introduced in Section 1.3. This hypothesis claims that the
presented approach can also deal with complex systems. The considered PLL
circuit beside basic parts (PFD, Charge Pump, VCO and frequency divider)
counts additional 11 blocks; most of these blocks belong to the digital part
of the circuit that controls the basic functionality.
Here, the value of VCO frequency is dependent on three voltage values:
the first one is generated by the loop low pass filter, the second one by the
digitally controlled current source connected to the first order RC circuit
and the third input voltage is the tuned voltage.
The proposed methodology for both case studies computes the worst-case
behavior over the considered ranges of input and initial operating conditions.
In addition, LP solver allows to extract the sequence of input, initial and
parameter values which lead to the worst-case behavior. Due to nonlinear
behaviors of discrete parts these values do not often lie on the corners and
their values may differ from time step to time step. This is shown in Table 6.2
and Table 6.5. Comparison with numeric simulation-based techniques based
on Monte-Carlo and DoE shows the correctness of the hypothesis 2 that
claims that the symbolic response encloses the set of numeric trajectories.

7.3

Future work

Future work addresses the following points:
• Combination of BDDs with Affine Arithmetic. Here, the idea
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and the structure of Binary Decision Diagrams can be applied. The set
of Boolean values for the representation of terminal node values can
be replaced with the set of Affine Forms that also cover the values 0
and 1. The arithmetic representation of condition values in control flow
statements using Ê symbols can be replaced with BDD structure: each
BDD node would represent the corresponding condition and possible
condition values {0, 1} the terminal BDD nodes. The conditions saved
in the intermediate nodes would be specified as constraints respect
to which LP solver would find the exact bounds of affine ranges and
hence the worst-case bounds of the total system response. Uncertain
values X = {false, true} of evaluated conditions would represent
false and true child of the node, respectively. All existing algorithms
applied on Reduced BDDs for the detection of redundant nodes and
their elimination would also be here applied. Additional advantage of
this structure is an easy implementation of logical operators.
• Automatic Instrumentation of Control Flow Statements. The
rules for the instrumentation of control flow statements, presented in
this thesis, can be applied in general. However, for huge software codes
the manual modifications of existing implementations consumes a lot of
time. Fortunately, the software parts that control analog functionality
are usually not complex and can be handled in a reasonable time.
However, automation of this step would certainly make this approach
more attractive.
• Investigation of the method applicability in other types of
systems. The advanced technology brings us to the modern world
where computers are embedded in almost any physical system from
cars, airplanes, robots, smart homes, to even social systems. Such systems are known as Cyber-Physical Systems [108]. With the increased
applicability of these systems in everyday life, the functional safety is
of crucial importance. Faults, unforeseen scenarios and parameter variations must be included in the verification process and seen as part of
regular operation. Experiences show that the failing of these systems is
in most cases caused by interactions of multiple variations of different
kind. These interactions are often too complex to be covered by simply running multiple tests. There is a demand for exhaustive methods.
One interesting alternative could be symbolic simulation presented in
this thesis. Here, the plan is to investigate the applicability of the proposed extended symbolic approach for modeling such variations and
handling their interaction.
Last but not least, the extension of Affine Arithmetic towards covering probabilistic uncertainties could be an interesting work for the future
research.

Appendix A

The XAAF Library
The XAAF library is a standalone C++ library that provides the XAAF class.
To use the library one needs to include the header file "xaaf.h" and link the
source files to the compiled library libxaaf.a for Linux/Unix or libxaaf.lib for
Windows. The instantiation of and computation with XAAF terms is possible
through the following methods and functions.

A.1

Instantiation of XAAF terms

The XAAF can be instated using one of three available constructors:
• XAAF(double);
This method is used to instance an XAAF term as a single value with
no Ê symbols. A set of double values represents a subset of XAAF set.
• XAAF(const AAF &);
This method is used to instance an XAAF term as a single range with
no Ê symbols. The range is represented with AAF (affine arithmetic
form). AAF is implemented as AAF C++ class which is integrated in
XAAF class. A set of AAF terms represents a subset of XAAF.
• XAAF(const XAAF &); – Copy constructor

A.2

Overloaded C++ operators

Computation with XAAFs requires overloading of existing C++ operators.
The following part lists all overloaded operators available in th XAAF class.
• Assignment operator =
In the XAAF library the assignment operator is overloaded for double,
AAF or XAAF as the right operand:
XAAF & operator = (const double);
This operator assigns a double value to an XAAF variable
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XAAF & operator = (const AAF &);
This operator assigns a range represented with AAF to an XAAF variable.
XAAF & operator = (const XAAF &);
This operator assigns an XAAF value to an XAAF variable.
• Stream extraction operator <<
This operator is used to print an XAAF to the standard output std::cout.
Since the XAAF variable is on the right side of the operator, it is implemented as a friend function:
friend std::ostream & operator « (std::ostream &, const XAAF
&);
• Arithmetic operators
The overloaded arithmetic operators allow performance of standard
mathematical operations with XAAF. In the XAAF library the following
binary operations are implemented:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division

Addition operation is allowed through the following methods:
XAAF operator + (const XAAF &) const;
This operator performs addition of two XAAF variables. It is implemented as a class method since both operands are XAAF.
XAAF operator + (double) const; – addition with scalar value of
double type. It is implemented as a class method since the left operand
is XAAF.
XAAF operator + (const AAF &) const; – addition with a range
represented with AAF. It is implemented as a class method since the
left operand is XAAF.
All above binary operators have also the corresponding compound assignment and hence they are also overloaded. For addition it is the
operator ±. These operators are always implemented as methods since
the left operand is always a variable of XAAF data type.
To allow computation with XAAFs where the left operands are not
XAAF data type, the following non-member functions are also the
part of XAAF library.
XAAF operator + (double, const XAAF &); – addition with a scalar
value of double type where the scalar value is the left operand. Since
the left operand is not of type XAAF, it is implemented as non-member
function.
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XAAF operator + (const AAF &, const XAAF &); – addition with
AAF as the left operand. Since the left operand is not of type XAAF, it
is implemented as the non-member function.
The same holds for other binary operators.
In addition, XAAF class provides two unary operators:
XAAF operator - () const; and
XAAF operator ! () const;
The return value of operator - () is equal to the multiplication of XAAF
variable with ≠1. The unary operator ! () is negation of XAAF value
on which the operator is applied. Thus, this operator is applicable only
on XAAF whose value is 0, 1 or both {0, 1}.
• Relational operators {<, Æ, Ø, ==, !=}
In order to allow comparison of two XAAF terms, the standard relational
operators are overloaded. All operators except == and != are overloaded to return XAAF that can take three possible values: false, true
or both {false, true}. The equality operator == returns true only
if both operands are equal, otherwise false. The equality operator !=
is the negation of ==.

A.3

Retrieving information about XAAF terms

This section gives a list of methods which allow a user to retrieve basic
information about XAAF terms.
• Method getlength : unsigned getlength(void) const;
This method has no input parameters and returns the number of Ê
symbols contained in the XAAF for which the method is called.
• Method getmean: AAF getmean(void) const;
This method returns a center value of the XAAF for which the method
is called.
• Method getIndexes: unsigned * getIndexes(void) const;
This method returns an array of indexes of all deviation symbols in
the XAAF for which the method is called.
• Method getMax: double getMax(void) const;
This method returns a total maximum of the XAAF for which the
method is called.
• Method getMin: double getMin(void) const;
This method returns a total minimum of the XAAF for which the
method is called.
• Method getFirstIndex: unsigned getFirstIndex(void) const;
This method returns an index of the first deviation symbol in the XAAF
for which the method is called.
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• Method getLastIndex: unsigned getLastIndex(void) const;
This method returns an index of the last deviation symbol in the XAAF
for which the method is called.
• Method xaafprint: void xaafprint(void) const;
This method prints the XAAF, for which the method is called, to the
standard output std::cout.
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